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ABSTRACT

In March of 2020, many schools including the high school where I teach in the southwest
United States, shut down and moved all students to online learning due to a coronavirus. At the
time, this virus (referred to as COVID-19) was just starting to pose a significant threat to the
United States, yet had already claimed lives in other parts of the world including Europe and
China. In an effort to slow spread of the virus, many school districts in the United States closed
school buildings and abruptly shifted to online learning.
My inquiry was designed to discover how my students reported smartphones to affect
learning while learning online. I have been an educator in a brick-and-mortar setting for over a
decade and have seen first-hand how students use smartphones for academic and nonacademic
purposes in a school setting. I have also read extensive publications about smartphone use and
adolescents which I present in Chapter Two. After the switch to online learning, I wondered how
my student’s use of smartphones would affect their learning while learning online.
I developed a qualitative descriptive exploratory study to analyze eight artifacts which I
selected out of 137. The artifacts were my students’ submissions in English II Honors relating to
their use of smartphones during online learning. I used these eight artifacts to investigate how
students reported smartphone use to affect their learning during an unprecedented time where
students were required to learn online due to COVID-19.
Findings included an increase in smartphone usage and social media consumption,
smartphones as a distraction to learning, the use of smartphones for academic purposes, and
v

smartphones as a tool for interaction and communication. I recommend continued study by
incorporating students’ perspectives on how smartphones affect learning while learning online.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

I have been an educator for fifteen years and have taught high school English, Intensive
Reading, and English as a Second Language. When I started teaching in 2006, I used an
overhead projector to show handwritten concepts on a pull-down projector screen; now I use a
thin laptop to project videos, presentations, pictures, and interactive lessons through a wireless
camera mounted to the classroom ceiling. I no longer use a spiral grading notebook with
thousands of small green squares to manage my students’ grades. Instead I use a computer
program to input and calculate students’ grades. Almost all of my teaching tools are now online.
It is not just my use of technology which has changed throughout the last fifteen years,
but my students’ use of technology as well. My students now come to class with smartphones. I
know this because we use smartphones in class to look up definitions and images, conduct
research, and access course resources. For example, when we studied Greek theater in January
2020, instead of printing resources for students, I uploaded links, videos, and images to our
course homepage. I asked students to access the resources on their phones or classroom
computers and to find additional resources to upload to the course page and share with
classmates. Using technology in this manner is something I do periodically, and I always give
students the option of using one of the classroom laptops or their personal smartphones. I give
students this option because some may have limited data plans, may not have phones, or do not
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wish to use their phones. In the past I have had students use our classroom laptops; however,
since August of 2018, my students have not used the laptop option. Each time I have asked
students to use a laptop or smartphone in class since the beginning of the 2018-2019 school year,
not one student opted to use a laptop, and each student used his or her personal smartphone.
Although smartphones can be a learning tool, they can also be a distraction. I compete
with smartphones for attention and have this battle each day I go to work. Ear bud cords snake
up students’ sweatshirts and into ears covered with long hair. My students hide their
smartphones in pockets, sleeves, in front of backpacks resting on desks – anywhere a quick scroll
might divulge the most recent Instagram posts or Snapchats.
This is not because I teach in an affluent school where students have access to
smartphones. I know educators who work in International Baccalaureate schools, Title I schools,
and high schools with varying populations all over the country, and they all report their students
are “addicted to their phones” as many phrase it. Each year when I ask my students when they
received their first cell phone, the answers illustrate students are receiving phones at younger
ages as the years progress. I frequently hear from my students they received their first cellphone
in elementary school. I wonder what impact smartphones have on my students and how these
phones will impact future generations as well. Smartphones can be a resource and distraction for
my students, and I have witnessed this for over a decade in my brick-and-mortar classroom.
However, what I do not know is how my students’ smartphones may affect their learning when
they learn online instead of in my classroom.
On March 13, 2020, my school district abruptly announced students and teachers would
not be returning to school; teaching and learning would take place online due to the dangers of
contracting and spreading the deadly coronavirus.
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Coronavirus was named on February 11, 2020 by the World Health Organization (2020)
as the official name for the disease causing the 2019 coronavirus outbreak not previously
detected in humans, and is referred to as COVID-19; “CO” stands for corona, “VI” for virus,
“D” for disease, and “19” refers to 2019 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019).
Within three months, COVID-19 spread to most parts of the world and caused a global pandemic
which impacted the world’s economy, education, healthcare, and communication.
The opportunity to study how adolescents use smartphone technology during a time of
school closures, a state mandated stay-at-home order, social distancing, and a sudden switch to
online learning gave me the chance to question adolescent smartphone use in an unprecedented
time. This disease is new, and I was not successful when I looked for publications that related to
adolescents and smartphone use during the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, with my interest in
how smartphone technology impacts adolescents in their academic environments, I designed this
inquiry to discover how adolescents perceived smartphone use to affect learning during an
unprecedented time where technology was an essential component of teaching and learning and
students learned online. The data I used to inform this study consisted of prior student
submissions I referred to as artifacts. I used the data towards program evaluation; I wanted to
best implement guidelines and expectations with regards to smartphone use in my online
classroom, just as I did in my brick-and-mortar classroom. To do this, I had to understand how
students reported smartphone use to affect their learning while learning online.
To protect the privacy and anonymity of the participants, I used a pseudonym for the
school district I describe in Chapter One and Chapter Three.
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Background
On March 13, 2020, the School District A (SDA) announced students would not be
returning to school until April 1, 2020, due to dangers of spreading COVID-19 which at the time
had claimed over 5,400 lives globally, and a month later, the deaths reached over 118,000
(Worldometer, 2020). Teachers and students began the abrupt shift to e-learning, which meant
education continued online instead of within physical schools. As COVID-19 continued to
spread in the United States, the SDA announced the April 1 return date was moved to May 1,
2020, and on April 20, 2020 the SDA announced students and teachers would not return to
school for the remainder of the academic year.
All students within the SDA transferred to e-learning, which is the term the district used
to describe the transition to online courses. The International Society for Technology in
Education (ISTE) offered guidance to educators towards navigating this new e-learning world.
On April 7, 2020, the ISTE published several articles under the headline “Learning During
COVID-19” (International Society for Technology in Education, 2020) due to the shift to online
instead of in person learning. Since my classroom was no longer in a physical setting and
changed to an online setting, it was a crucial time to investigate the role of smartphones on
student learning in this new learning environment.
The purpose of this inquiry was to uncover a more nuanced view of how adolescents
perceived the use smartphones to affect their learning during the global pandemic of COVID-19
where students had to learn online and follow a stay-at-home state mandate. There was a paucity
of research on how adolescents use smartphone technology during this unprecedented time. As I
wrote this in mid-April, 2020, I had not found a publication with the voice of adolescent learners
as they navigated rapidly changing academic and social environments due to COVID-19. For this
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inquiry, I studied past student submissions where students reported their perceptions of
smartphones during online learning. As this was a completely foreign learning environment for
both myself and my students (suddenly switching online due to a global pandemic) I learned how
smartphones affected my students’ learning while they learned online. My inquiry was directly
related to one of the ISTE standards for educators, “Educators continually improve their practice
by learning from and with others and exploring proven and promising practices that leverage
technology to improve student learning” (ISTE, 2020).
Problem Statement
In April 2020, all students in the SDA switched to an online learning platform. I had 137
students each day I saw face to face in my classroom. As I mentioned in my background, I saw
students struggle with focus and how to structure their time due to being distracted on their
smartphones in the brick-and-mortar setting. Due to COVID-19 my students had switched to a
style of learning where they had more physical freedom as they were not confined to a specific
room during specific hours of the day. They did not have seven educators each day who issued
verbal reminders to focus on academic work instead of smartphones. Suddenly, my students had
to learn at home and each student’s home environment was different. They had to structure their
own time and physical space, and their smartphones may have been more or less accessible
depending on the specific home environment.
In my brick-and-mortar classes, I saw students distracted by social media constantly.
Social media is defined as “forms of electronic communication through which users create online
communities to share information, ideas, personal message, and other content” (MerriamWebster, n.d.). Several popular social media applications are Instagram, Facebook, TikTok,
Viber, YouTube, and WhatsApp. When adolescents are distracted by smartphones and
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experience a constant state of multitasking, academic performance is impacted (Carrier et al.,
2015). Some researchers have found social media to be a positive way for adolescents to
communicate (Yonker et al., 2015) while others have found it to be a platform for bullying and
in some cases a contributing factor in adolescent suicide, depression, and anxiety (Cain, 2018;
Twenge, 2017b). For my own professional development I needed to understand how
smartphones affected adolescents’ learning to determine if there was a need to develop
appropriate smartphone strategies for teaching and learning online. On April 7, the ISTE
published a guide for educators under the heading “Meeting students’ social-emotional needs
during a COVID-19 Lockdown” and stated, “For the 1.5 billion learning in more than 160
countries who are affected by school closures, feelings of anxiety and depression can get in the
way of quality online learning even in the most tech-ready school districts” (ISTE, 2020). There
was a critical need to further investigate the role of smartphones on adolescent learning at a time
where smartphones may have been accessible to students while learning online. I proposed to
incorporate adolescent perspectives into this discussion. The idea of smartphones and how they
impact adolescents was not new, and the publications I presented in my literature review
highlighted research used as a foundation for this inquiry. However, adolescents’ smartphone use
during a global pandemic which caused education to shift to online learning was an unexplored
area of study due to the unprecedented circumstance, and was the next logical step in this area of
study.
Inquiry Question
How do students report smartphone use to affect their learning during an unprecedented
time where technology is now an essential component of teaching and learning and students
learn online?
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Purpose and Rationale
I proposed this study to help gain a more nuanced view of how adolescents reported
smartphones to affect their learning during the COVID-19 outbreak after schools had been
closed and teaching and learning transferred to an online platform. I used prior students’
assignment submissions to discover how they reported smartphone use while they learned online.
In order to reflect on my own teaching practices within an online classroom, I had to discover
how adolescent students reported smartphones to affect learning. I proposed to study prior
student submissions (artifacts) to see how adolescents reported their own smartphone use during
a time where their physical schools were closed, and they had to transition to online learning. I
studied this through artifacts; student submissions which consisted of discussion forums, essays,
short answer questions, and phone conversations I had individually with students regarding how
they used smartphones after the shift to online learning (Appendix B). The artifacts were a
product of an assignment I graded based on English Language Arts state standards, but for this
inquiry I wanted to examine these artifacts with an eye for the content of what the students
reported instead of how they reported it. If I was to understand how to incorporate guidelines and
expectations regarding smartphones in an online environment just as I did in a brick-and-mortar
environment, I had to understand how students reported smartphone use to affect learning while
learning online. I proposed a study to discover how adolescents perceived smartphone use to
affect learning during an unprecedented time where technology was an essential component of
teaching and learning and students learned online.
Overview of Methodology
I conducted a qualitative descriptive exploratory inquiry and reviewed data from 137
student submissions in the last quarter of the 2019-2020 school year. In April of 2020, I assigned
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an activity as an extension to a time management assignment given the first week of online
learning (Appendix A). At the time I did this lesson, I had no idea this lesson would be the
foundation of my inquiry. I designed this assignment (Appendix A) to get students to think about
how they would manage their time during the new shift to online learning. It was the
submissions from this lesson (Appendix A) which led to the creation of the subsequent activity
(Appendix B) which submissions I revisited for this inquiry. There were both ISTE standards
and state standards addressed within this activity (Appendix B) and were listed within each
assignment. Students shared responses to discussion questions using the communication method
of choice. The choices included: written response, telephone conversation between the student
and myself, or video conference held with the student. All conversations (not in writing) were be
transcribed using Rev.com. I discussed the past assignment and artifacts collected in detail in
Chapter Three.
Role of the Researcher and Assumptions
It is important to note I knew the authors of the artifacts (my students) since I was one of
their teachers beginning August, 2019. I worked with my students in a brick-and-mortar
classroom from August, 2019 to March, 2020, and then online from March, 2020 to May, 2020. I
assumed the students reported their truths, as I was confident I had a mutually respectful and
honest relationship with each of my students. I studied these artifacts while protecting each
student’s anonymity.
This was a qualitative study, and therefore I could not eliminate reflexivity. I was part of
the research; the participants were my students. I intended to use the artifacts to understand how
students reported smartphones to affect their learning while learning online. I used what I found
to evaluate my teaching and learning strategies in my online classroom at the conclusion of this
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inquiry. I assumed the participants owned a smartphone after the shift to online learning since I
had worked face-to-face with each of them on assignments where each had his or her own
smartphone in class, and I had given tests in class where each student had to relinquish his or her
phone during the test to avoid distraction. Therefore, I had seen each student on a number of
occasions with a smartphone. There might have been cases where students did not use
smartphones during the shift to online learning, and this was addressed in the assignment (shown
in Chapter Three).
Summary
In this study, I sought to discover how adolescents reported smartphones to affect
learning in an online environment during the COVID-19 pandemic. I hoped to discover more
nuanced views on how smartphones affected adolescent learning during and unprecedented time
and to improve my teaching practices after completing this exploration.
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CHAPTER TWO:

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

People all over the world have adapted smartphones into their daily lives. We use
smartphones to text, talk, video, photograph, track health statistics, play games, listen to music,
read, and seek entertainment among many other things. The use of smartphones in the United
States has increased and scientists and researchers have recently begun to question the possible
role of smartphone use on brain development, communication, obsession, and addiction (Alt &
Boniel-Nissim, 2018; Chen, 2011; Cho & Lee, 2017; Flora, 2018; Hardell, 2018; Marjorano et
al., 2015; Radovic et al., 2017). Smartphone use in classrooms for non-academic purposes has
been an increasing area of research, as an increasing number of adolescents have smartphones in
schools (Bromley, 2012; Kim, 2017; Kim & Koh, 2018; Kuznekoff & Titsworth, 2013; Ravizza
et al., 2014; Santos et al., 2018). Schools districts nationwide have implemented various
procedures regarding the use of smartphones in schools. Despite these efforts, the use of
smartphones for non-academic purposes continues to be a concern commonly voiced by parents
and educators. As an increasing number of adolescents own smartphones (Twenge, 2017a) there
is a need to determine how smartphones influence and impact the adolescent mind with specific
concern in the areas of academics, anxiety, productivity, and long term psychological and
physiological effects. As a high school English teacher and a mother of two daughters (ages 11
and 7), smartphone use among adolescents and young adults is a part of my life both personally
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and professionally. As technology has become a more essential tool in my teaching due to the
shift to online learning, I want to know how smartphones may affect my students’ learning while
learning online without a physical school setting.
Although a recent technological innovation, smartphone use is ubiquitous, and people all
over the world use smartphones in their daily lives. The term “smartphone” is defined as “a cell
phone that includes additional software functions (such as email or an Internet browser”
(Merriam-Webster, n.d.) Smartphones have a myriad of functions and are used to text, talk,
video, photograph, track health statistics, play games, listen to music, read, and seek
entertainment. As smartphone use shows no signs of slowing down, researchers have begun to
question the role of smartphone use on individuals’ development and adjustment, including
communication, obsession, and addiction (Cheever et al., 2015). Although more than three
quarters of adolescents ages 12 to 17 own cell phones, and nearly half of these are smartphones
(Madden et al., 2013), there is a lack of conclusive research available to help understand the
impact of smartphones on adolescent development and adjustment. Given this gap in our
understanding, I write this review of the literature to synthesize and evaluate current research
influence of smartphone use for those born after 1995.
I use recurring themes to organize the literature in this chapter. This review of the
literature is organized in the following manner: a) ubiquity of smartphone use, b) adolescent
smartphone use, c) anxiety/depression/addiction, d) smartphones and academics, f) social media
e) theoretical perspectives. Although there are many facets of discussion on smartphone usage, I
have selected literature based on studies conducted primarily in the United States. I have decided
to primarily focus on domestic research publications due to my personal familiarity of
smartphone use within the United States from the perspective of an educator, student, parent, and
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citizen. I have never taught in any other country and therefore cannot determine how the societal
norms surrounding smartphone use are perceived in these places outside of the United States.
After reviewing literature, I seek a more nuanced view of how adolescents perceive smartphone
use to affect their learning in the present time of teaching and learning online during COVID-19.
Ubiquity and Areas of Focus
Ubiquitous smartphone use is a reality. Ninety-five percent of teenagers reported owning
a smartphone or having access to a smartphone; a twenty-two percent increase from 2014 – 2015
(Anderson & Jiang, 2018). In the past several years, young adults spent more time using
technology than any other activity (Vaterlaus et al., 2016, p. 596) and concern about excessive
smartphone use can be seen in headlines across media platforms. In the past decade, journalists
from CNN, The New York Times, and The Washington Post have all published articles citing
research about the dangers of increased adolescent smartphone use (Kelly, 2018; Lewin, 2010;
Ohlheiser, 2018). Social economic status no longer correlates with how much time teenagers
spend online. Teenagers from disadvantaged backgrounds spend the same amount of average
time online each day as teenagers from privileged backgrounds, and the average teenager checks
his or her phone over “eighty times a day” (Twenge, 2017b, p. 2). The concern over smartphone
use is obvious, and it is not only a concern for academic researchers, but also for parents,
educators, and students. Many adolescents and young adults are digital natives; they have always
known technology as part of their daily lives, and most of them own smartphones. Considering
these people will one day be primary consumers, parents, employees, and political influencers, it
is imperative we investigate the impact smartphone technology may have on this population.
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Adolescent Smartphone Use
Along with ubiquitous use of smartphones arises concern about long term effects of
smartphone use, especially among the most frequent users. Some authors cited the most avid
users of smartphone technology as adolescents and focused on data pertaining to adolescent
smartphone use (Agosto & Abbas, 2017; Ahn, 2011; Majorano et al., 2015; Moreno et al., 2019;
O’Reilly et al., 2018; Shin, 2018; Shin & Kim, 2019; Symons et al., 2017; Weinstein, 2018),
while other publications were written with a focus on avid users classified as young people
between the ages of 18 -29 (Brown, 2006; Kuznekoff & Titsworth, 2013; Ravizza et al., 2014;
Santos et al., 2017). Although many researchers agree children are not the primary consumers of
smartphone technology, there is a growing concern about the impact of smartphones on cognitive
development in children as well as radiation exposure and increased risk for cancers and
neurological diseases (Assathiany et al., 2018; Cho & Lee, 2017; Hardell, 2018; Ihm, 2018; Yan,
2018). Another significant area of research pertaining to smartphones is the use of smartphones
while driving and concern for public safety (Bayer & Campbell, 2012; Caird et al., 2014;
Nemme & White, 2010).
Adolescence is a time of rapid growth, learning, brain development, and maturation
(Dahl et al., 2018). Adolescents’ brain systems are sensitive to rewards, yet they cannot yet
completely regulate self-control (Steinberg, 2008). Because adolescence is a fragile and
influential period of growth, it is necessary to understand how smartphone use impacts
adolescents (Dahl et al., 2018). Adolescents live in a media saturated world and use some type of
media more hours each day than any other activity; in 2009 it was estimated that 8 to 18 yearolds used media for an average of 7.5 hours a day (Brown & Bobkowski, 2011). Within the past
year, an estimated 92% of children ages 13-17 were online daily, and 24% of this population
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reported being online “almost constantly” (Anderson & Jiang, 2018). In the United States,
children receive a phone at the average age of 12, and most have access to the internet on their
phones (Flora, 2018). The American Association of Pediatrics developed the Family Media Use
Plan (O’Keeffe & Clarke-Pearson, 2011) to encourage parents and adolescents to communicate
about responsibility and decision making around smartphone use (Moreno et al., 2019).
However, parents reported being concerned with their adolescent children’s smartphone habits
(Madden et al., 2013; Shin, 2018; Shin & Kim, 2019), yet the concern is not enough to see
adolescent smartphone use decline.
Adolescents reported using their phones for communication, academics, and research, but
also just because they are “bored” or there is “nothing else to do” (Toh et al., 2019). Many
researchers have cited the negative effects of smartphone use on adolescents to include sleep
deprivation, inability to focus, anxiety, depression, poor academic achievement, and narcissism
(Elhai et al., 2017; Lemola et al., 2015; Rosen et al., 2013; Turkle, 2016). However, researchers
have yet to present a clear correlation between smartphone use and the long term effects on
adolescents (Steinberg, 2014). As smartphones are prevalent in our society and relate to
academic performance, it is necessary to investigate how smartphones affect learning in not only
physical schools, but online learning environments as well.
Smartphones may be used among adolescents to increase levels of connectedness,
entertain, and provide distraction from both physical and mental distress (Radovic et al., 2016).
In a qualitative study with 20 seventh graders and their mothers in 2011, the researchers found
adolescents described cellphones as a tool to promote interpersonal connections, increase
adolescent autonomy, and use as status symbols (Blair & Fletcher, 2011). It makes sense if
adolescents rely on smartphones for status, social interactions and a way to increase autonomy,
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then they would prefer to have consistent access to these devices. As adolescent’s consistent
smartphone access increases, researchers have studied the impact of smartphones, especially on
the increasing levels of anxiety and depression among adolescents (Twenge, Joiner, Rogers, &
Martin, 2018).
Anxiety, Depression, and Addiction
There are numerous researchers who have studied anxiety, depression, and addiction
associated with smartphones, as well as the effect smartphones had on individual productivity
and social connectedness (Brown & Bobkowski, 2011; Santos et al., 2018). One of the recurring
themes within the literature is similar to the age old “chicken or egg” question of which came
first. Researchers published varying results when they investigated if self-esteem levels
contributed to levels of smartphone addiction, or if smartphone addiction contributed to levels of
self-esteem. There is evidence adolescents with high self-esteem are less likely to become
addicted to smartphones and evidence of adolescents with low self-esteem more likely to become
addicted to smartphones (Kim & Koh, 2018; Wang et al., 2017) as well as studies where the
researchers found an addiction to smartphones increased low self-esteem and feelings of wellbeing (Twenge, Martin, & Campbell, 2018; Volkmer & Lermer, 2019). Despite the different
findings related to the direct cause of smartphone addiction and the relation to self-esteem and
well-being, the consensus is there is a legitimate reason for concern, with many researchers
citing problematic internet use (PIU) and problematic smartphone use (PSU) culprits for low
self-esteem, addictive behaviors, anxiety, depression (Davis, 2001; Kim, 2017; Mitchell &
Hussain, 2018; Ravizza et al., 2014, Toh et al., 2019), and the reasons behind one of the latest
national public health concerns: loneliness (Cacioppo & Cacioppo 2018; Woods & Scott, 2016).
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Twenge’s (2017b) presented data surrounding the generation of people born in 1995 or
later and referred to them as the iGeneration and relied on longitudinal data to defend the impact
of smartphone technology on the iGeneration instead of using isolated studies. She relied on both
quantitative and qualitative data to depict the impact of smartphones on the iGeneration, and her
implementation of qualitative data along with quantitative provided a more nuanced
understanding of this phenomenon. This nuanced approach is needed for more readers and
researchers to understand the impact of smartphone technology on the adolescent mind. The title
of her book summed up the themes she unveiled.
Twenge (2017b) specifically related smartphones to the increase of anxiety and
depression within the iGeneration. She cited a sharp increase in adolescent anxiety and
depression in the last five years (Twenge, 2017b). Through qualitative interviews and national
monitoring databases, Twenge discussed the increase not only in depression and anxiety among
the iGeneration, but unhappiness and loneliness with a relation to social media use, the
relationship between increased smartphone use and increase in suicide rates, a decrease in work
ethic among adolescents and young adults, and the role of parents along with technology and the
impact on the iGeneration (Twenge, 2017b). The quantitative data Twenge (2017b) presented
came primarily from four databases: Monitoring the Future (MtF), which included survey data
from high school seniors since 1976, and 8th and 10th graders since 1991. The Youth Risk
Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS), administered by the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention and used to survey high school students since 1991. The American Freshman Survey
(AF), administered by the Higher Education Research Institute began questioning students
entering four-year post-secondary institutions in 1966, and the General Social Survey (GSS); a
survey for adults age 18 and older and originated in 1972 (Twenge, 2017b). The researchers
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administering all of these surveys have included over 11 million people to date and have always
been dedicated to questioning participants representative of the U.S. population in terms of race,
gender, geographic regions, and socioeconomic status, and survey results are available to the
public (Twenge, 2017b). This data was critical to establish Twenge’s (2017b) ability to learn
about the iGeneration and develop theories on how technology and specifically smartphone
technology has impacted people born after 1995. Her methods to represent the data from four
national surveys were numerous and illustrate the increase in depressive symptoms in students
from 8th grade to college students and decrease in nightly hours of sleep. Twenge (2017b) argued
the reason for the increase in depressive symptoms to be smartphones, as the years when
depressive symptoms sharply increased were the years “smartphones became ubiquitous and inperson interaction plummeted” (Twenge, 2017b, p. 104). Smartphones have contributed to a loss
of sleep among adolescents (Twenge, 2017b) and the loss of sleep can contribute to the onset of
depression and depressive symptoms (Meerlo et al., 2015). Twenge (2017a) stated, “There is
compelling evidence...that the devices we've placed in young people's hands are having profound
effects on their lives—and making them seriously unhappy” (para.11).
Orben and Przybylski (2019) from University of Oxford’s Oxford Internet Institute
published a study where they argued the use of large-scale data sets to be unreliable when used
to support the correlation between digital technology and well-being. The researchers
specifically mentioned Twenge’s (2017b) work when she correlated smartphone use with an
increase in anxiety, depression, decreased academic performance, and suicide rates. Orben and
Przbylski (2019) specified three reasons using large-scale data might be useful in research but
were not appropriate to assume correlations among digital technology use and adolescent wellbeing, specifically anxiety and depression. The first reason Orben and Przybylski (2019) cited
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for unreliable findings when using large-scale data sets was the fact the surveys (including the
MtF, YRBSS, and AF) were originally designed to be administered face-to-face, by mail, or over
the phone, but have been manipulated to distribute on a large scale. They saw this as a problem
since the surveys were meant to study personality psychology and the surveys distributed
electronically were missing the ability for the researcher to have any personal interaction with
participants (Orben & Przybylski, 2019). The researchers stated the second concern with the use
of large-scale data to study digital technology and adolescent well-being was the large scale of
data analyzed and how the high number of participants (5,000 – 5,000,000) made it simple to
reject a null hypothesis. They argued participant groups under 1000 might result in larger covariations and behavioral scientists considered this significant (Orben and Przybylski, 2019).
Finally, Orben and Przybylski (2019) determined large-scale data sets made it difficult to
determine cause and effect and had potential to portray false positives.
Aside from the drawbacks of using large-scale data sets when studying a relationship
between digital technology and adolescent well-being, Orben and Przbylski (2019) discussed the
ethical responsibility of researchers using these data sets and be upfront about the “...millions,
and in some case billions, of analysis options.” (Orben & Przbylski, 2019, para. 4). Orben and
Przbylski (2019) suggested the use of specification curve analysis (SCA) (as cited in Simonsohn
et al., 2015) as an alternative for researchers using large-scale data sets. The SCA can be applied
to quantitative data analysis to determine all analytical pathways instead of several. The
researchers who use SCA could then report more possible analytical theories and therefore
present less skewed analytical findings (Orben & Przbylski, 2019).
Orben and Przbylski (2019) applied the SCA model to determine the role of technology
use associated with factors shown to relate to mental health and factors not shown to relate to
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mental health. Examples of factors included: marijuana use, smoking, binge-drinking, bullying,
and fighting, and examples of non-factors included: height, drinking milk, wearing glasses, and
eating fruit. They then used three large-scale data sets to test the association with technology use
and these factors through two US data sets and one UK data set. The US data sets were the
YRBSS and MtF, and the UK data set was the Millennium Cohort Study (MCS). After using
SCAs to analyze the data from these three datasets, Orben and Przbylski (2019) reported the
association between technology use and well-being too small to make any inferences about the
relationship between the two. They further cited the effects of smoking marijuana and bullying
had far larger negative associations to well-being than technology and the association of wellbeing with eating potatoes was nearly as negative as the association of well-being with
technology (Orben & Przbylski, 2019).
It is important to note Orben and Przbylski (2019) did not dispute the hypothesis or the
findings of researchers who have found a correlation between digital technology and well-being.
Instead Orben and Przbylski (2019) posited the use of large-scale data sets could not effectively
determine the correlation between digital technology and well-being, and therefore datasets and
ethical reporting should be a more influential component of research in this area.
Despite the benefits of smartphones for enhanced communication through avenues such
as email, text, and social media applications, and researchers who dispute methodological
research approaches, the majority of existing research tends to focus on the negative aspects of
smartphone use in our daily lives and how smartphones are a primary source of stress (Ziegler et
al., 2015). Stress, depression, and anxiety are topics connected to smartphone use and are
frequently connected to excessive smartphone use (Cho & Lee, 2017; Elhai et al., 2017; Walton,
2017). Nomophobia (no-mobile-phone-phobia) has been linked to anxiety and stress (Cheever et
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al., 2014; Yildirim & Correia, 2015) and some have go so far as to state Nomophobia may be
considered a psychopathology (Bragazzi & Del Puente, 2014).
In a study conducted at a large southern California university, researchers sought to
determine if dependency upon wireless mobile devices (WMD) used at an unhealthy rate led to
increased anxiety in the absence of the device (Cheever et al., 2014). The researchers aimed to
further define WMD dependency by measuring anxiety when the WMD was confiscated for a
short time and the user was not provided with other distractions. One hundred sixty-three
participants took part in the study, ages 19 to 57 with 75% being 24 years old or younger. On
average, participants spent 13.5 hours daily (SD = 10.73) using their WMDs. The State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger, 1983, as cited in Cheever et al., 2014) was used to assess
anxiety levels of the participants using Likert-type response options while participating in one of
two groups. One group had access to their WMDs, but were instructed not to use their devices. In
the other group, the researchers removed the WMDs from the participant’s possession. The
researchers found regardless of where the WMD was placed, the participants who used their
WMD for the most daily hours had the highest increase in anxiety levels. Reported findings
included: unhealthy dependence on WMDs created heightened levels of anxiety when the device
was absent, and those more dependent on WMDs became “significantly more anxious as time
passes than those who use it less frequently” (Cheever et al., 2014, p. 293).
In a similar study, researchers were concerned with cell phone dependency and
associated this dependency with addictive behavioral qualities (Sapacz et al., 2015). The
researchers cited a possible connection with anxiety related disorders and excessive mobile
phone use. Using the Self-Beliefs related to Social Anxiety Scale (Wong & Moulds, 2011) and
The Addiction-Prone Personality Scale (Barnes et al., 2000) the researchers measured both state
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and trait anxiety in four different environments. Similar to Cheever et al.’s (2014) study, the
participants were randomly assigned to groups with different levels of cell phone accessibility.
Sapacz et al. (2015) created four groups:
1. Taken away – participants’ cell phones were placed in individual plastic bags and
placed inside a box.
2. Salient – participants were asked to put their cell phones in front of them on a table.
3. Hidden – participants were asked not to use their cell phones and to put them away out
of sight (pockets or backpacks).
4. Control – Participants were not given any instructions.
The participants were unaware of the researchers’ aims of the study and were left alone in
their study group for 3-5 minutes before taking the questionnaire. It was assumed the waiting
period before the questionnaire was a scenario when participants would usually check their
phones. The researchers found the salient group had the highest levels of anxiety during the
study, and hypothesized this was due to the fact the participants were exposed to how obvious it
was during the study they could not use their phone. The phone in plain sight contributed to the
participants’ heightened levels of anxiety, and the researcher’s hypothesis was supported when
they found anxiety increased when participants had limited access to their phones and they
considered this a sign of cellphone addiction (Sapacz et al., 2015). In both of these studies it may
have been beneficial to hear the participants’ voices in addition to their survey responses. The
addition of qualitative data through interviews and participant journals may provide a more
nuanced picture of this complex phenomenon.
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Smartphones and Academics
If anxiety related symptoms and nomophobia are associated with limited smartphone
accessibility, it makes sense to question this impact on adolescents and young adults when they
are in academic settings and smartphone use is discouraged or prohibited, as well as in academic
settings where there is no instructor present and the student has the ability to use a smartphone
freely while learning or working on coursework. Regardless of the degree of smartphone use,
nomophobia is an issue in both education and the workforce. Many teachers and professors
struggle with the fact students are constantly on their smartphones and laptops in class, and
researchers have debated the degree of distraction these devices create. Ravizza et al. (2013)
found higher rates of internet use on laptops and smartphones during class correlated with lower
test scores and grades. A growing trend in schools is to require students to relinquish their
phones during class either by physically giving them to the teacher or placing them in a cell
phone lock box. However, online learning environments do not present the option for these types
of smartphone procedures. If educators want to maximize learning potential for students, they
must evaluate practices and programs regarding smartphone use in online environments, which
are now more prevalent due to COVID-19. However, before this can occur, we must investigate
how students use smartphones in online learning environments and how students perceive
smartphones to affect their learning. By studying artifacts where students discussed their
individual experiences of smartphone use while learning online, I hope to discover data to
illuminate my understanding on how smartphones may affect student learning in my online
classroom.
In many corporate environments, employers request their employees leave smartphones
outside of the room during corporate meetings (Walton, 2014). These efforts are geared towards
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academic and corporate productivity, yet what happens when these types of restrictions create
nomophobia among employees and students? Is it possible the anxiety associated with
nomophobia can have a negative impact on productivity? And what happens when students are
shifted to an online learning platform and no longer have a physical school to attend and
smartphone parameters do not exist? How are smartphones used during the COVID-19
pandemic when students learn from home online and do not have smartphone protocols which
they may have had in their physical classrooms?
Fear of missing out or (FOMO) is considered a type of anxiety when an individual has a
compulsive concern about missing an interaction or satisfying event (Dossey, 2014). FOMO can
lead to excessive social media use, as individuals may become worried about constantly staying
connected on social media to see what others are doing. This may then lead to problematic
internet use (PIU) if individuals compulsively check their phones to stay abreast of what is
happening on social media (Alt & Boniel-Nissim, 2018).
Multitasking, although beneficial at times, is a phenomenon studied by researchers who
are curious about the impact of technological multitasking on overall academic performance.
Young people who frequently multitask using technology might be less academically successful
than their peers who have lower rates of multitasking using technology (Carrier et al., 2015).
Carrier et al. (2015) argued social networking sites may have the largest negative impact on
academic performance, and found texting to be less of a marker for low academic performance
than Facebook. They determined a relationship between higher levels of technological
multitasking in class with lower GPAs, and concluded multitasking involving social media
platforms to be responsible for the highest levels of distraction. They speculated this was because
of FOMO, which contributed to anxiety in addition to distraction (Carrier et al., 2015). As
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students have transitioned to online learning due to COVID-19, it is necessary to explore how
multitasking and social media are used during online learning when phones may be more
accessible to students than within a physical classroom. Students’ perspectives on how
smartphones affect their learning in online environments can provide a more nuanced perspective
in this area.
A growing concern in the area of education is the use of smartphones in the classroom (J.
Kuznekoff, personal communication, February 21, 2019). Technology in the classroom has
proven to be beneficial in many educational settings and even used as motivation for the most
struggling students (Bromley, 2012). Yet many educators voice frustrations about student
smartphone use in the classroom, as it can be distracting and at times disruptive to the academic
focus of the course, and even decrease student performance (Ravizza et al., 2014). Student’s
mobile phone use during lecture significantly contributed to test performance when participants
using their smartphones during a video lecture scored substantially lower than those not using
smartphones when they took a test based on the lecture material (Kuznekoff & Titsworth, 2013).
In this same study, the researchers found students who were not using their smartphones wrote
down 62% more information in their notes and scored a full letter grade and a half higher on the
lecture based test than those who used their smartphones during the lecture. “This is something
we [professors] continuously struggle with. Some professors have completely banned phones in
their classrooms, but that’s not something I really want to do yet” (J. Kuznekoff, personal
communication, February 21, 2019). Koznekoff (2019) discussed the benefits of technology in
the classroom, especially when students would collaborate on assignments using Google docs.
He stated some would be using their phones or tablets to contribute to the assignment. “I myself
even have my notes on my tablet using a .pdf. I see how if used responsibly, technology is very
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useful,” Kuznekoff (2019) stated. Yet he mentioned how technology, and phones in particular
can be a distraction in the classroom. “We had one instance where the student was so absorbed in
his phone that the other students were distracted because of his phone use, along with their own
phone use (J. Kuznekoff, personal communication, February 21, 2019). Kuznekoff said he
approached the student about the issue, the student became confrontational, and then dropped the
course.
These subjects (multitasking, nomophobia, social media, FOMO, smartphones as a
distraction) are all important within the topic of smartphone use. Due to the rapid shift to online
learning these themes must be further investigated since our ways of socializing, learning, living,
and teaching have quickly changed because of the COVID-19 global pandemic. The
International Society for Technology and Education (ITSE) (2020) has addressed the shift to
online learning and the need to implement new strategies to address teaching and learning in the
age of school closures due to COVID-19.
Eighteen months before COVID-19 appeared, the ISTE published an article referencing
the importance of managing digital life--particularly safety, ethics, and legal standards-- as a key
component in education (Kolb, 2018, para. 2). Kolb (2018) states the need for educators to help
students manage smartphones in order to succeed academically because devices directly impact
teen’s academic performance, mental health, and well-being (para. 2). The ITSE (2020) suggests
educators mentor students on how to use smartphones by helping students navigate the digital
world they live in and find a balanced way to use smartphones through discussion and
conversation. As students in the SDHC have moved to online learning, this conversation must
continue, especially since students are learning digitally and continue to use smartphones in this
new learning environment. The ITSE (2020) recognizes the challenges the new online learning
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environment poses for both educators and students, and recommends people turn off
notifications on their phones and manage their time on social media to make sure smartphone use
does not interfere with productivity, teaching, and learning during school closures (ITSE, 2020).
In order for educators to help students manage their smartphone use to boost productivity, we
must first understand how students are using smartphones during the shift to e-learning due to
COVID-19, and how they see smartphone use might affect their learning If I can understand
how students are using their smartphones in this new learning environment, I can then possibly
evaluate my curriculum and instruction and move towards innovative ways to help students
manage their usage to benefit both teaching and learning. One example of this would be to
consider the idea of deliberate, timed breaks from smartphone technology.
Larry Rosen (2018), professor emeritus at California State University, Dominguez Hills
discussed the need for methods to address what has already been determined from the research.
He suggested teaching adolescents and young adults to take “tech breaks” where they try to
focus on one thing at a time away from their smartphone. For example, if a student needed to
work on an assignment for school, they would begin to train the brain to shift away from a
constant state of multitasking as many people check their smartphone every few minutes. The
“tech breaks” would occur when the person sets a timer on their phone and the time would be
dependent on their use. For example, if I checked my smartphone every six minutes, I might set a
timer on my phone for ten minutes. I would then work my course assignment for ten minutes
without checking my phone. When the timer went off, I would take a “tech break” to check my
phone and then set the timer again. The idea is to increase the time between tech breaks until the
person can focus on one task without smartphone interruption for longer periods of time (L.
Rosen, personal communication, October 3, 2018; Rosen et al., 2013). This idea to implement
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strategies to address what the research has shown is becoming more prevalent within
publications; Brown & Bobkowski (2011) and Twenge (2017b) discussed strategies as well. This
is an area where the adolescent voice may be valuable; both in creating strategies and evaluating
the efficacy of strategies geared to benefit teaching and learning in a digital world.
Social Media
Adolescence is a time of emergent social skills, intimate relationships, and social identity
(Erikson, 1968) and the use of social media among adolescents is increasing. It was estimated as
many as 97% of adolescents regularly used social media (Woods & Scott, 2016), which
contributed to their methods of social connectedness. As Brown (2006) states, peer relationships
are a significant aspect of adolescent development, and it is important to note peer relationships
are no longer formed only face-to-face or through direct conversation (as cited in Ellerbrock et
al., 2014). Social media is a vital component of communication and relationships among people
in this age group. Despite the claim social media has “changed the landscape of adolescence”
(Brown & Bobkowski, 2011, p. 97), there is a lack of research relying on adolescents’
perspectives on social media use. However, a recent study in the UK found emerging themes
when interviewing adolescents between the ages of 11-18. Several themes emerged in the data
about smartphone use: mood and anxiety disorders, cyberbullying, trolling, and addiction
(O’Reilly et al., 2018). The authors developed an a priori question on how adolescents think of
social media and its relevance to mental health and emotional wellbeing. They aimed to build on
the limited data on adolescents’ perspectives on the impact of social media on mental health.
Participants were recruited from two urban schools within the United Kingdom and ranged from
11-18 years old. For three months the researchers worked with 54 adolescents divided into six
focus groups. They asked students about their understandings and personal experiences with
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mental health, use of social media (usage frequency and preferred channels), and thoughts on the
relationship between social media and well-being. Through thematic analysis the researchers
uncovered the themes mentioned above, and participants discussed the outcomes of engaging in
social media, and included social media served as a distraction and lessened stress, its potential
for good and bad outcomes, online aggression and committing suicide (O’Reilly et al., 2018).
There is legitimate concern from parents and researchers in terms of adolescent
cyberbullying on social media and the increase in suicide rates among adolescents (Twenge,
2017b) especially during the years when cyberbullying is most prevalent – between the ages of
12 and 15 years old (Livingstone & Smith, 2014). Research suggests parents are concerned about
their children’s smartphone use and activity on social media, but many parents do not impose
restrictions or understand the full extent of their children’s social media activity, and this may be
due to the lack of social media involvement on the parent’s behalf (Livingstone & Helsper, 2008;
Wang et al., 2015). Parents may view adolescent involvement in social media as unimportant and
frivolous, or just a hobby (Symons et al., 2017), yet social media is a significant mode of
communication and many times impacts feelings of self-worth among adolescents. Social media
serves as an avenue for acceptance and validation, which is related to the adolescent need to
belong and be accepted by others (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Some researchers have
specifically studied adolescent females, their need to belong, and how this might associate with
self-worth, sexuality, and online behavior (Schmeichel et al., 2018). Yet there is a need to further
examine how gender relates to social media usage before assuming females should have
increased awareness and online responsibilities than males (Schmeichel et al., 2018).
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Theoretical Perspectives
Researchers who have studied the impact of smartphone technology on adolescents and
young adults reported a variety of theoretical perspectives within the literature (see chart on page
23), and many do not present any theoretical frameworks to analyze the data collected. However,
uses and gratifications theory repeatedly surfaced within publications as a framework for
understanding the data. This theory focuses on psychological and physiological needs and how
media can gratify these needs (Chen, 2011; Whiting & Williams, 2013).
The uses and gratifications approach arose from the desire to understand human
involvement in mass communications and how involvement differed from person to person
based on individuals’ social roles, patterns of media consumption, personalities, and motivations
when accessing media (Blumler, 1979). Although the theory originated in the 1970’s, it
continues to be used in contemporary research to attempt to understand how people choose
media to fulfill their individual needs (see chart on page 23). As media was once considered
radio and television, social media use has increased exponentially, especially among adolescents
and young adults, and this framework continues to be used as a lens. Ledbetter et al. (2016)
assert “enjoyment” to be one of the most critical reasons people seek out social media and cite
the uses and gratifications approach as an effective framework to examine media consumption.
This framework is important when analyzing data related to social media, as each individual
user’s motives and outcomes within social media are specific to the user. With new apps such as
iPhone’s “screen time” it is simple to collect usage data. For instance, an iPhone user can use this
app to view their daily and weekly averages of time the phone screen was on, and the exact use
of the phone during this time. A user is able to see how their time was spent specifically each
day/week when using his or her smartphone.
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The data are largely missing the component of understanding users’ motivations behind
smartphone and social media use. Through the uses and gratifications theory, researchers can
study how smartphone usage relates to individual gratification and needs instead of just how
often adolescents frequent social media platforms and use smartphones. If researchers want to
gain a deeper understanding of how smartphones impact adolescents and young adults, they can
apply the uses and gratifications framework as a lens when analyzing data.
Table 1 lists several other theoretical frameworks found throughout the literature. The list
does not include all of the frameworks mentioned in the literature, but instead those present in
the most influential research articles for this literature review.
Table 1
Related Theoretical Frameworks
Theoretical Framework or Perspective
Uses and Gratification Theory (Katz et al.,
1973)

Authors
(Chen, 2011; Doty & Dworkin, 2014; Pittman
& Reich, 2016; Throuvala et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2015; Whiting & Williams, 2013)

Cognitive-Behavioral Model of Pathological
Internet Use (Davis, 2001)

(Davis, 2001)

Impression Management (Goffman, 1978)

(Agosto & Abbas, 2017)

Self-Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan,
1980)
Unified Theory of the Multitasking
Continuum (Salvucci et al., 2009)

(Throuvala et al., 2019)
(Rosen et al.,2011)

Information Processing Theory (Mayer, 1996) (Kuznekoff & Titsworth, 2013)
Media Practice Model (Steele & Brown,
1995)

(Brown, 2000; Brown, 2006)

Life History Theory (Stearns, 1977)

(Twenge, 2017b; Twenge & Park, 2019)

Many different perspectives and frameworks can be appropriately used. Although not all
authors report applying theoretical frameworks, as a reader it may be beneficial to review
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literature where theoretical frameworks are discussed as this leads to a more enhanced
understanding of the data.
Conclusion
Smartphone use is ubiquitous and shows no sign of slowing down. Although positive and
negative aspects of smartphone use have been established, there is a need for researchers to
further explore this area and investigate this phenomenon to better understand how smartphones
impact the digital world in which we teach and learn. As teaching and learning have rapidly
changed to an online environment due to COVID-19, it is important to discover how adolescents
perceive smartphones may affect their learning.
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CHAPTER THREE:

METHODS
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to discover how adolescents reported smartphone use to
affect their learning during a pandemic, when students learned online. In this chapter I present an
overview of the rationale and type of study, a description of the research setting/context, a
description of how I analyzed these data, and a discussion of the limitations and issues of
trustworthiness.
Rationale and Type of Study
In 2020, the world was in the midst of drastic changes due to the COVID-19 virus. Not
only had teaching and learning experienced rapid change, but our social and economic lives had
been altered as well with social distancing, a rise in unemployment, and nightly death tolls,
which were presented on the evening news. My school district’s superintendent announced the
first official week of “e-learning” would begin on April 6, 2020. District leaders extended spring
break; originally scheduled for the week of March 16-20, it was extended to April 3. Individual
school personnel worked during the extension week to distribute computers to students who did
not have the equipment to engage in e-learning to ensure they would be able to begin e-learning
on April 6, 2020. Local internet providers offered several months of free internet to homes
without internet connectivity, and on April 6, 2020, we officially started e-learning as all school
sites remained closed. Teachers and students no longer had access to the physical school settings
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where they were accustomed to teaching and learning. Although the district used the term elearning to describe teaching and learning online, I will refer to e-learning as online learning as it
is the same in definition, but online learning is a more widely used term.
In my literature review I discussed publications where authors investigated smartphone
use with regard to well-being and academics; however, I have not found literature where
researchers portray students’ voices as to smartphone use during COVID-19 and online
educational environments. It was imperative I capture this historical moment and investigate how
my students reported smartphone use while learning online. I conducted a qualitative descriptive
exploratory inquiry, and although this inquiry did not provide any generalizable information, it
might be of interest to others in online teaching and learning environments.
There have been specific district and classroom policies for smartphone use which
applied to my physical classroom setting, but there were no policies, guidelines, or learning
strategies regarding smartphone use for my online classroom. Before I even considered the need
for policies in my online classroom, I needed to understand how my students perceived
smartphones to affect their learning in an online classroom. Upon completion of this inquiry I
wanted to determine if there was a need to develop additional research questions for subsequent
study, or if there was a need to create policies and strategies for smartphone use in my online
classrooms.
Descriptive exploratory studies can be used to guide additional research (Willis, 2008)
and a descriptive exploratory study was appropriate for this inquiry, as researchers employ this
type of study when they have little to no scientific knowledge about a situation or activity, yet
feel there are elements worth discovering (Given, 2008). My students had never been moved to
mandatory online learning environments, and I had never taught in this type of environment.
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Given teachers may continue to teach virtually due to COVID-19, it was important to discover
how students reported smartphones affected their learning after the transition from brick-andmortar to online.
Evaluation is necessary in education, as it can be used to best serve the people within an
organization (Stufflebeam, 1983) and can be conducted through examining the “What? So What?
[and] Now What” of a program (Patton, 2008, p.5). Since my district had shifted to an online
environment, I sought to discover how adolescents reported smartphone use affected learning in
an online classroom. To simplify evaluation as it pertains to this study, I used Patton’s (2008)
questions above.
What? Smartphones affect adolescent academic performance and well-being (Kolb, 2018).
So What? Educators need to understand how adolescents report smartphones affect their online
learning to understand how these devices may impact adolescents’ academic performance.
Now what? The global pandemic of COVID-19 caused nationwide school closures. Students
shifted from learning within a school to learning online. It was important to understand how
students perceived smartphones to affect their online learning. I did this by studying artifacts
containing student reports with rich data relevant to my inquiry question.
The artifacts I studied may benefit my future students but did not benefit the students
who submitted the artifacts, as they were no longer my students. I found the inquiry useful in
informing my own practices as an online instructor (University of South Florida, 2015).
Although this study may have provided insights to guide teaching practices, this was not the goal
of the study. This was an exploratory study, and I did not examine specific program goals, but
instead employed goal free evaluation (Scriven, 1974) where I (the evaluator) had no prior
knowledge of any outcomes related to my inquiry questions. I studied prior student submissions
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to help me understand students’ reports about how smartphones affected their learning in an
online classroom. I had no prior knowledge of outcomes related to my inquiry due to the fact this
was an unprecedented time and schools had never shifted to an online learning platform due to a
global pandemic. Goal free evaluation can help reduce the evaluator’s bias, as the evaluator does
not have knowledge of a specific program’s goals (Scriven, 1974; Youker, 2013). This was the
case in my inquiry, as I was not aware of any program goals or objectives concerning student’s
use of smartphones in an online classroom or how the use of smartphones might affect learning. I
was interested in understanding students’ perceptions; I was not interested in using these
perceptions to evaluate a goal or objective within a program.
Interpretivism is another philosophical framework relevant to this descriptive exploratory
study. Interpretivism promotes understanding through case studies, interviews, observations, or
document review to discover individuals’ experiences (Greene, 1994). I used document review; I
examined previously submitted student writing to interpret how students reported smartphone
use to affect their learning while learning online. The interpretive approach is used to enhance
understanding for those closest to a program—in this case, the teacher-- and promote avenues for
program improvement (Greene, 1994). Patton (1990) posits that evaluation methods should be
flexible and based on need and responsiveness; I saw a need to discover how smartphones may
have affected student learning when students learned online.
Another framework I applied to this descriptive exploratory study was illuminative
evaluation, which focuses on description and interpretation (Parlett & Hamilton, 1972). To
describe illuminative evaluation, it is important I discuss what it is not, as this contributes to the
understanding of what illuminative evaluation is. Illuminative evaluation, similar to goal free
evaluation (Scriven, 1974), is not a form of measurement or method to determine efficacy of a
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program or institution, nor is it appropriate for obtaining or studying objective data with the goal
of producing generalizable results. Instead, through illuminative evaluation, the researcher(s)
focuses on information gathering and gaining a comprehensive understanding of a component
within a program (Parlett & Hamilton, 1972).
I proposed to study artifacts (prior student submissions) to help me understand how
students perceived smartphones to affect their learning while learning online. Smartphone use
was evident and addressed in my brick-and-mortar classroom through district and classroom
procedures and guidelines. I assumed my students continued to have access to their smartphones
in an online learning environment. I relied on the principles of interpretivism, illuminative
evaluation, and goal free evaluation in this descriptive exploratory study to gain a deeper
understanding of how my students reported smartphones to affect their learning in an online
classroom.
Setting and Context
My district is a large school district located in the southeastern United States. When we
were first transferred to online learning I knew after my 15 years of teaching that time
management might be a struggle for my students. My students no longer had intercom bells
ringing to initiate transition to each class or teachers nearby to help them to stay on task and
focused on academic material. During online learning, many of my students lived in households
with working parents and had no one at home to enforce strict scheduling, which was a
component of brick-and-mortal school settings. I knew I could not just start teaching where I left
off before spring break, as the students and teachers were all entering unknown territory. I
needed to make this transition as comfortable as possible for my students if they were to be
successful. My first online lesson and assignment had to be low stress and provide an
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opportunity to ease into this new way of learning. Since I knew time management would be a
challenge for many students, I created a lesson where students had to reflect on their time
management skills and discuss their strengths and weaknesses. They also had to create a
schedule to map out their time in a productive manner, which they could aim to follow each day.
This time management activity can be found in Appendix A.
When I received the submissions, I noticed most students reported being distracted by
their smartphones. This provoked my interest to further explore this concept in relation to my
students’ academic performance. I presented literature in Chapter Two on how smartphones
impacted adolescents’ well-being and academics. Although I had studied the literature
surrounding smartphones and adolescents, I had only witnessed adolescents and smartphones in
my brick-and-mortar classroom setting. My district issued a cell phone and electronic devices
policy (Appendix C) that contained students’ rights and responsibilities as well as consequences
for not following the policy. Using the district policy as a guide, my school distributed a cell
phone and electronics procedures document (Appendix D) to guide teachers’ implementation of
these policies in the classroom. These protocols were in place to maximize student learning.
However, when we transitioned to online learning, there were no smartphone protocols in place
for students in the new online environment.
In my online classroom, towards the end of the quarter I had finished teaching all of the
required curriculum and had the flexibility of creating my own lessons and assignments for the
remainder of the year. I thought back to the time management activity I assigned at the beginning
of the quarter (Appendix A) and how many of my students discussed their smartphone use with
respect to time management. I decided to build on this theme to create a writing lesson and
assessments. I created a lesson at the end of the quarter with writing and discussion components
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to address the theme of smartphones and distraction, which many students had mentioned at the
beginning of the quarter. The assignment addressed our state English Language Arts standards,
International Society for Technology in Education (ITSE) principles, and National Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE) standards.
When I graded these assignments, I scored the students’ submissions based on purpose,
focus, organization, evidence, elaboration, and conventions. For this inquiry, I looked at these
submissions again, but with a fresh eye and for an alternate purpose: to see how students
reported smartphones affected their learning. Instead of grading using a writing rubric, I studied
the submissions based on the content and how my students’ submissions related to my inquiry
question. These submissions were the artifacts I examined to guide my understanding of how
students perceived smartphones to affect learning in an online environment.
The artifacts were a generated following the assignment provided below. Although this
assignment can be found in Appendix B, I included it below to streamline the dialogue as it is a
crucial component of the study.

April 20, 2020
English II Honors and AP Research
Ms. Southwell
tiffany.southwell@sdhc.k12.fl.us

Message to students on course homepage:
Week of April 20, 2020
Good morning students. This week we are going to work on reflection, time management,
discussion techniques, and writing. Here you will find the rationale for this lesson, expectations,
and the rubric I will use to grade your essay, the final step of this lesson.
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Background of lesson:
The first week of e-learning, each of you completed the time management activity. I
enjoyed reading your submissions, and must admit, many of your responses were thought
provoking and I found myself questioning some of my own time management techniques.
A recurring theme within some of your submissions was how your smartphone played a
role in your e-learning experience and time management abilities. This week, we will further
explore this topic through writing and reflection. If you do not use your smartphone during elearning, please email me. We can then discuss the learning outcomes and standards associated
with this assignment and create an alternate assignment together which will address the same
outcomes. This is something many of you have done with me in the past, and it is an option for
this assignment too, even though we are not meeting face-to-face. We can work over the phone,
through email, or through a video conference.
Since school is now online, in order to adhere to state and national learning standards and
guidelines, it is important to create the most productive learning environment even though this
environment has recently changed for all of us. Below are the standards and theories addressed
for this assignment from the International Society for Technology in Education (ITSE) (2020),
National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) (2018), and the state standards for English
Language Arts:
•

Florida State Standards for English Language ArtsLAFS.910.W.1.3 Write narratives
to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen
details, and well-structured event sequences.

•

LAFS.910.SL.1.1; LAFS.1112.SL.1.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners
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on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly and persuasively.
•

LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development,
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

•

LAFS.1112.W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research,
reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a
range of tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Standards from the National Council of Teachers of English:
•

Promote digital citizenship by modeling and mentoring students’ use of devices, tools,
social media, and apps to create media and interact with others.

ITSE Standards:
•

Educators continually improve their practice by learning from and with others and
exploring proven and promising practices that leverage technology to improve student
learning.
o 1c. Stay current with research that improved student learning outcomes, including
findings from the learning sciences.

•

Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and
demonstrating competency in their learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.
o 1a. Students articulate and set personal learning goals, develop strategies
leveraging technology to achieve them and reflect on the learning process itself to
improve learning outcomes.
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Below are the assignments for this week. Please read through the entire document before you
begin your work. As always, I am available by email or phone to help answer questions or guide
you. All submissions must be received by May 29, at 11:00 p.m. and the appropriate submit
buttons must be used to turn in your work.
A. Think about how you use your smartphone since we have transitioned to e-learning.
Make a list (no need to worry about fluency, order, or complete sentences – just a list) of all
the ways you use your smartphone since the transition.
This list will not be shared with anyone, so be honest. You will use it to reflect on your
smartphone use, but you are the only person who will see it.
B. Now you have a list of all the ways you have used your smartphone since e-learning
started. Use this as a reference if needed, and answer the following questions. For each
question, you have three options on how you would like to provide your answers.
1. You may call me, and we can discuss your answers together on the phone (my home number is
on the course homepage).
2. You may write your answers and submit them using the submit button with the title “Reflection
questions”.
3. You may email me to request a zoom meeting and we can set up a video conference.
Using one of the methods above, please answer the following questions using evidence to
support your claims.
1. How have you used your smartphone during e-learning due the global pandemic of
COVID-19?
2. Can you compare your smartphone usage during this time to your smartphone
usage when brick-and-mortar school was in session?
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3. In what ways is your smartphone used for academic purposes during this time?
4. How might your smartphone use impact your academic studies at this time?
5. How would you describe your screen time since transitioning to e-learning?
6. What else can you share about how you use your smartphone since we have
transitioned to e-learning?
C. Discussion
Please participate in the class discussion posted on the homepage under the question: What
information would you like to share with me and your peers after reflecting on your
smartphone use during e-learning?
Please share your thoughts and respond to one of your classmates by 11:00 p.m. on May 29.
Several weeks ago, we spent time as a class, on class discussion etiquette. Please remember to
check and edit your work before posting, use correct spelling, punctuation and grammar, and to
provide thoughtful, thorough responses to receive full credit for the discussion.
D. Essay
Obviously our lives have changed since the COVID-19 virus has been named a global pandemic
and we have stay-at-home orders, social-distancing guidelines, a rapidly changing economy,
people dying all over the world, and school closures. Although our smartphones may have
remained with us since this pandemic started, the ways we use this technology may have
changed.
The International Society for Technology (2020) in Education published seven student standards.
The standard titled “Empowered Learner” has four sub-standards, with one stating:
Students articulate and set personal learning goals, develop strategies leveraging technology to
achieve them and reflect on the learning process itself to improve learning outcomes.
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As an educator, I want to ensure you have the most beneficial learning environment to succeed,
and as a student it is your responsibility to reflect on your learning strategies to become
successful. In a well written, organized essay, please answer the following prompt.
Prompt: How would you describe your smartphone use during e-learning and what strategies
can you implement regarding your smartphone use to improve your learning outcomes?
Please use the submit button titled “Essay” to turn in this writing assignment.
_____________________________________________________________________________
See full Appendix B for essay rubric.
Data Sources and Analysis
Previous student submissions are artifacts for this study. I received and graded 137
student submissions for the end of the quarter assignment (Appendix B). When I revealed data
collected in this study, students were identified with a lettering system (for example: student AA,
student BB) to protect their identities. Data are stored in a locked cabinet in my home office and
will remain there for five years and then destroyed in keeping with our university’s data storage
policy.
I studied artifacts from eight students. The students were in grades 10 through 12 at the
same school and all shifted to online learning on April 6, 2020 after the SDA officially
transferred all students in the county to an online platform and closed physical schools to slow
the spread of COVID-19. To select these eight artifacts I used purposeful sampling; Patton
(2015) stated purposeful sampling is selecting information-rich cases to illuminate the a priori
question being investigated. When I purposefully selected the artifacts to use as data to inform
my inquiry I selected artifacts with information relevant to my inquiry question. Artifacts with
extraneous information were not used as I was only interested in student submissions related to
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my understanding of how students reported smartphones affected their online learning. After I
purposefully selected the artifacts, I had 19 artifacts, all of which were essays. I randomly
selected eight artifacts to use for data to explore student responses. I decided to focus only on
eight responses based on Patton’s (2015) guidance for novice researchers: select data samples
which are manageable based on time and resources available. I had never analyzed data which I
would formally present, and I was working on a timeline for my dissertation. To randomly select
the data samples, I simply put all of the essays face down on a large dining room table. I then
shifted the positions of the essays numerous times until I was unaware of which essays were
where, and I randomly selected eight essays to use as artifacts to inform my inquiry. My decision
to use purposeful random sampling for this inquiry was appropriate, as this sampling strategy
reduces bias when the potential number of artifacts are not feasible due to given time and
resources (Patton, 2015). Patton (2015) stated a purposeful random sample creates the
opportunity for “credibility and manageability” (p. 286).
I coded the data using constant comparative analysis and searched for themes and
patterns (Patton, 2015). I used MAXQDA qualitative analysis software to discover patterns and
themes as well. I expected to find similar themes when I coded the data by hand as I found using
MAXQDA software but was not certain of this until I analyzed data.
I used a variety of coding methods and relied on the principles of crystallization.
Ellingson (2009) posits crystallization occurs when the researcher performs multiple forms of
analysis and simultaneously acknowledges his or her positionality throughout the data analysis.
Although I studied my prior students’ reports with fresh eyes for content instead of writing skills,
I had to remember they were sharing their truths with me and we had built a rapport of respect
throughout the months we worked together in a brick-and-mortar setting. When I studied the
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eight student submissions, I coded the student work on five separate occasions. Saldaña (2016)
posits that coding is a cyclical act and recoding in cycles leads to generating categories and
themes. I coded the students’ submissions within a span of 48 hours between each coding cycle. I
felt this was adequate time to step away from the artifacts and then revisit them with a fresh
perspective, but also not too long to where I became disconnected from the artifacts. I did not
find literature which guided me towards a specific amount of time between coding sessions,
however, I felt 48 hours was adequate in order to accomplish the necessary act of conducting
multiple coding cycles (Abbott, 2004, as cited in Saldaña, 2016). When I spent 48 hours
disconnected from the artifacts, I separated myself long enough to have a fresh perspective when
I visited the artifacts again, but not to where I became removed from what I had previously
coded. I also performed each cycle in a different environment. Abbott (2004) compares the act of
coding to “decorating a room; you try it, step back, move a few things, step back again, try a
serious reorganization, and so on” (as cited in Saldaña, 2016, p. 215). I knew the step back part
of coding my data was important. I wanted to know I had looked at the submissions from every
angle possible in order to have a genuinely heuristic technique and discover all categories and
themes within the students’ submissions. I gave myself a break from coding and came back to
the same submissions two days later to ensure I had adequate time to step back from the findings
I had encountered two days prior. I wanted to make sure my findings from one cycle did not
cause me to subconsciously look for similar themes in the next cycle.
One of the purposes of coding is to discover patterns and commonalities (Saldaña, 2016)
and I did not want my environment to provide distractions that would hinder me from finding
patterns within the submissions. In Table 2 below I included the five coding cycles I preformed,
the physical environment for each of these cycles, and the type of coding I used in each cycle.
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Table 2
Coding Cycle Descriptions and Locations
Coding
Cycle
1
2
3
4
5

Description of working environment
University of Minnesota surgical library offices
My classroom (no students present)
Home office
University of South Florida outside seating area
next to student recreation center
Library at the high school where I work (no
students present, two staff members present in
separate work spaces)

Type of coding method
applied
Holistic Coding
In Vivo Coding
In Vivo Coding
Pattern Coding
Pattern Coding

For this inquiry I selected three coding methods for my five cycles of coding. All three of
the methods I selected (holistic coding, in vivo coding, pattern coding) are appropriate for
beginning qualitative researchers (Saldaña, 2016). Holistic coding is appropriate for an initial
coding cycle as it captures the overall content and gives the coding researcher an idea of what
categories might emerge when a more detailed coding approach is used in following cycles
(Saldaña, 2016).
For my second and third coding cycles I used in vivo coding. I coded all eight
submissions using in vivo coding in the second coding cycle and repeated this same type of
coding for all eight submissions in the third cycle. Since in vivo coding honors and preserves
participants’ voices (Saldaña, 2016), this was imperative to my inquiry. I knew I would be
sharing my findings through the use of direct quotes from the student submissions, and I wanted
to dedicate two coding cycles to in vivo coding to make sure I found each instance in which my
students’ voices addressed my inquiry question.
Finally, I used pattern coding for the two final coding cycles. Pattern coding is
appropriate when the coding researcher aims to gather themes from the coded data (Saldaña,
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2016). After I had coded the student submissions twice using in vivo coding, I spent two separate
occasions using pattern coding to determine which themes arose throughout the submissions.
Although I did experiment with the use of coding software mentioned in Chapter Three
(MAXQDA), I found coding on paper with a pencil was most beneficial. Saldaña (2016)
suggests a novice researcher (such as me) may become overwhelmed with coding software and
energy can become more focused on the software itself instead of the data. This is exactly what
happened to me when using the coding software, as it became more of a task to use the program
instead of using the program as a tool for coding. When I discovered the findings to be similar
between my hand coded submissions and the MAXQDA program, I reverted back to hand
coding exclusively. As Saldaña (2016) posits, “There is something about manipulating
qualitative data on paper and writing codes in pencil that gives you more control and ownership
of the work” (p. 29).
After I discovered emergent themes, I examined the submissions again and illustrated my
observations on paper to make sure I had not overlooked any possible information related to my
inquiry question. To do this, I made a handwritten diagram of each of the five themes I
discovered. I circled each theme and then went back through my written findings and the
students’ submissions to see which concepts I discussed relating to each theme. Although I did
not initially set out to include concept mapping in my methodology, after I coded the students’
submissions and found the five themes which pertained to my inquiry question, I had an inkling
there was something missing.
I compare this feeling to leaving a rental home after a week-long summer vacation. After
several times of searching the house for any belongings which might be stuffed in the back of a
drawer, under the bed, or left in the dryer, when driving away from the house there is the feeling
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there is something still hiding inside. A hairclip, novel, or old sweatshirt... This was the feeling I
had about my five coding cycles; there was something left unseen. I illustrated my findings by
hand on blank copy paper. I thought if I could see my findings on a map I might be able to see
another layer within the five themes I had already discovered after coding my students’
submissions.
I took another look at the artifacts to see if there were any other aspects of this inquiry I
did not discover. I used concept mapping, which involved hand-drawn sketches of what I found
within the students’ submissions. Concept mapping allows a researcher to find connections and
emergent findings, which may not have been possible through traditional coding methods in
qualitative research (Butler-Kisber & Poldma, 2010). Concept mapping can be used to map out
emergent thinking in the beginning stages of qualitative research (Maxwell, 1996) yet I used this
method after my coding stages took place and my themes were determined. I wanted to explore
another method of sifting through the artifacts to feel more confident I had explored all of the
nuances and connections. What I found after creating this illustration was a concept I had not yet
noticed; a recurring pattern within four of the five themes I discovered. The emergent themes and
recurring pattern within the themes are presented in the next chapter.
Limitations and Issues of Trustworthiness
My study was subject to limitations. There was a possibility the participants may not
have shared their true experiences with me, and they may have been reluctant to reveal their
truths. My own bias may have been a factor, as I was a teacher and had my own thoughts on
adolescent smartphone use based on my years in the classroom. My role as a supervisor when
my students completed this assignment may have been a limitation as well. Finally, hermeneutic
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considerations posit data may be interpreted differently due to differences in researchers’
backgrounds, experiences, and epistemological beliefs.
It is important to note trustworthiness as a component of this study as I worked directly
with students I have known for ten months. Lincoln and Guba (1985) provide techniques which
can be used within qualitative inquires. One of these techniques is prolonged engagement, where
the researcher spends sufficient time in the field to understand the setting and build trust with
participants (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In the months prior to this inquiry, I had built rapport with
my students and I understood the setting and culture within the physical classroom, as well as the
online classroom we transferred to in early April, 2020. I used a descriptive exploratory study to
provide an illustration of a topic although the reader may draw his or her own conclusions,
implications, or generalizations. I conducted this descriptive exploratory study to capture how
adolescents reported smartphone use to affect learning while in the midst of a global pandemic,
which caused school closures and online learning. In order to possibly implement future
guidelines and strategies for responsible smartphone use in an online environment, I had to first
understand how my students used these devices while learning online and how the devices might
affect their learning.
In this section I outlined the research design for a descriptive exploratory study to gain a
more nuanced view on how students perceived smartphones to affect learning in an online
learning environment.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
FINDINGS
I designed my inquiry question to obtain a more nuanced view on how my students
perceived smartphones to affect their learning in an online learning environment. In Chapter
Three I discussed the need to explore this uncharted area in my career. Although I had years of
experience teaching students in the classroom and I taught online classes in the past, I had never
taught students in a brick-and-mortar setting and then had to transfer my in-person classes to an
online environment due to a global pandemic. I knew how to address smartphone use in my
brick-and-mortar classroom, but smartphone use in my online classroom was new territory for
me. I did not know how or if my students would use smartphones while learning online, but I
knew this was an area worth investigating since smartphone use in the classroom was addressed
at a district, school, and classroom level in the brick-and-mortar setting and should not be
ignored due to a change in learning environment.
By applying an illuminative evaluation (Parlett & Hamilton, 1972) lens to my inquiry, I
gained an understanding of how my students reported smartphones affected online learning. I
had no prior knowledge of how students would use smartphones after a mandatory, abrupt shift
to online learning. I lacked knowledge in this area because it had simply never happened before.
This was the first time a global pandemic had caused school closures all over the nation where
students had had to learn solely online. Although individual schools or districts have closed due
to weather, sickness, violence, and health hazards, there had never been a time where school
districts across the nation shifted students to online learning due to a pandemic threatening the
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health and safety of those all over the world. When I examined the eight student submissions for
this study, I kept in mind the precedence of the circumstances surrounding this study as well as
the theory of illuminative evaluation (Parlett & Hamilton, 1972) and goal free evaluation
(Scriven, 1974). I was interested in understanding a component newly introduced in the field of
education: how my students reported smartphones to affect their learning during an
unprecedented time where technology was an essential component of teaching and learning and
students learned online. I found students reported not only how smartphones affected their
learning online, but also how they used smartphones during this period, when schools and many
places in the community had closed due to fear of spreading COVID-19. I was able to gain rich
information by studying the artifacts selected for this inquiry, and now understand how
smartphones are a widely used tool for students when brick-and-mortar classrooms are not
available.
After using the three coding methods throughout five coding cycles, five themes
emerged. These themes were: students increased their use of smartphones while learning online,
students were distracted by their smartphones when learning online, students used their
smartphones for academic purposes, students used smartphones to communicate with others, and
students used social media on smartphones while learning online. Figure 1 represents the central
idea of my inquiry question and the five themes which emerged during the coding cycles.
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Figure 1
Emergent Themes: Smartphone Use During Online Learning

Increase
in Usage

Social Media

Smartphone
use During
Online
Learning

Distraction

Academic
Purposes

Communication

In the next section, I discuss each of the five themes with specific connections to the
student submissions I coded as well as the illustration which helped me discover the theme of
social media use when learning online was recurrent within the other four themes as well. I
discuss the recurring pattern of social media within the last theme, Theme #5: social media use
on smartphones while learning online.
To protect the privacy of my students and grant anonymity, each student was classified
by a lettering system. The codes AA, BB, CC, DD, EE, FF, GG, and HH were assigned to each
student’s submission I studied. Instead of mentioning student’s work by using the student’s
name, I used the lettering code. The only manner in which I altered quotes from students’
submissions was by changing the font to the same font used throughout this chapter. Some
students submitted work in a font of their choice instead of Times New Roman. I did not
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manipulate any other aspects of the quotations. The spelling, grammar, and punctuation reflect
exactly how the students submitted their work. Table 3 portrays the findings in an easy to
interpret format before the discussion of each theme in detail. In Table 3 I have listed each
student, the type of coding I performed on each student’s submission, and the themes I
discovered within each submission I coded.
Table 3
Themes and Types of Coding Methods
Student

Type of Coding

Themes

Holistic

Invivo

Pattern

Increase
in Usage

Distraction

Social
Media

Communication

Academics

AA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

BB

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DD

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

EE

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

FF

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

GG

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

HH

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

My inquiry question for this study was: How do students report smartphone use to affect
their learning during an unprecedented time where technology is now an essential component of
teaching and learning and students learn online?
Below I discuss each theme I discovered and present excerpts from my students’
submissions to illustrate each theme. Theme 4 also includes two subthemes which emerged:
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communicating with others to maintain relationships, and smartphone use to alleviate stress and
decompress.
Themes
Theme 1: Increase in Smartphone Usage While Learning Online
After coding eight students’ prior submissions, all students (n = 8) reported an increase in
smartphone usage after they transferred to an online learning environment. Several students (n =
3) reported specific increases in smartphone use by referencing the screen time app on their
phones. Many phones can be enabled to track screen time and provide users weekly reports on
how much time was spent on specific apps and platforms. The quotations below illustrate how
students were surprised after acknowledging their screen time.
“I was on tick tock for 24 hours and 6 minutes that’s WAY too much!” (AA)
“My screentime just today was 15 hours” (DD).
Another student (HH) commented on the time spent on smartphone video games: “I got a
new video game and have invested almost 120 hours!” Student HH also commented on how the
increase in screen time contributed to headaches and the need to purchase blue light glasses. HH
reported the need to set goals during online learning and stated, “I need to bring down my screen
time since my usage has gone up so much now that I don’t have to worry about teachers taking
away my phone anymore.”
Student BB reported, “My phone usage has gone up a lot. My phone allows me to push
away school work and put my phone first but when I was in school I wouldn’t. I didn’t have
much time on my phone when I was in brick-and-mortar school with a busy schedule.”
Student GG reported losing interest in school and attributed this to being home and on the
phone. He said, “I lack interest in working hard on school, especially staying at home and being
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on my phone. I need to limit the amount of time I spend on my phone, especially apps like
Snapchat and Instagram.” Student GG elaborated on the increase of smartphone usage and
attributed it to entertainment and a being at home instead of school; “My phone keeps me
entertained. When I was in school, I wouldn’t use it. Now it’s how I spend my time” (GG).
The findings within the students’ submissions suggest an increase in smartphone usage
during online learning. As one student suggested, this increase may have been due to lack of
teacher involvement and an increase in students’ access to smartphones during the day since
teachers were no longer able to restrict smartphone use as they did in brick-and-mortar settings.
Theme 2: Smartphones Pose a Distraction when Learning Online
The second theme I identified was students’ reports of smartphones as a distraction to
learning when learning online. All of the student submissions I coded (n = 8) mentioned their
phone was a distraction when learning and over half (n = 5) of the students reported smartphones
as the reason they became “sidetracked” when trying to focus on specific assignments. Student
BB reported, “It is very easy for me to get sidetracked doing other things on my phone that are
not school related.”
Student AA reported, “I’ve definitely been distracted by apps. I’ve also been using my
phone as a source of entertainment to distract me from school which is not good.”
Student FF reported forgoing school altogether on some days due to constant smartphone
distractions. “My smart phone usage can really hurt my academic studies at this time because I
easily get distracted from the work I should be doing. Some days I don’t even do school because
I get so distracted.”
Several students (n = 3) reported smartphones as a distraction from completing
assignments, and almost all (n = 7) students reported smartphones as a more significant
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distraction during online learning than in school and attributed this to the lack of teacher
supervision.
My smartphone affects my studies because it is a constant distraction, and there is no
risk of getting it taken away anymore. There’s no teacher to take it away anymore,
period. I often find myself freaking out about finishing an assignment that is due in 30
minutes when I had all day to do the assignment. It is hard not getting distracted on my
phone when there are constant notifications appearing at the top of my screen when I am
trying to complete an assignment. I get more distracted because I get a lot of notifications
from snap chat and I want to snap my friends back so it takes me a long time to do most
of my assignments (EE).
It was evident self-discipline posed a struggle for students while learning online. In the
brick-and-mortar setting, teachers physically took phones away from students so the students are
not distracted. Student EE specifically said, “There is no teacher to take it away anymore.”
When teachers (including myself) take phones away, we are not teaching self-discipline,
we are enforcing consequences: if you use your phone and become distracted from my lesson,
you will lose your phone. When students were presented with a learning environment where
phones were not physically relinquished, they opted for the entertainment on phones instead of
online learning.
Theme 3: Smartphone Use for Academic Purposes
Within the eight students submissions I selected for this inquiry, six students mentioned
using smartphones for academic purposes. These six students’ appeared to rely on their
smartphones for online school. They were not specific in their reporting as to why they used their
smartphones instead of a computer. This may have been due to individual circumstance or
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preference. There was no evidence in any of the students’ submissions to suggest the degree of
availability of internet connection or devices at home to use for online learning. When students
reported using their phones for academic purposes, the circumstances were unknown concerning
their choice to use their smartphone rather than a computer, laptop, or tablet. Of the six students
who reported using their smartphones for academic purposes, two specifically discussed how
smartphones were tools used to cheat when learning online. The specific references to cheating
are discussed at the end of this section.
Two students (BB and FF) mentioned teachers who used multiple Internet sites to assign
work for students. The following quote provides an example of how smartphone use increased
because these devices enabled students to access these digital sites to complete their classroom
assignments. Student BB stated, “All my teachers have been giving assignments each and every
week on multiple sites, such as Edsby (edsby.com), WebAssign (webassign.net), Gizmos
(explorelearning.com), and all of these different sites are accessed through my mobile device
(smartphone) causing the usage and necessity of my phone to be much more crucial.”
The quote below demonstrates the need for collaboration to continue in an online
classroom and the need for smartphones as tools for academic support among students. If
students relied on collaboration for learning in person, it makes sense they would yearn for this
same sense of community and interaction in an online classroom.
Student FF stated, “I’ve been using my phone to contact my friends and teachers to help
me complete assignments. I’ve definitely been using my phone more these days because I have
no other way to get help from anyone else.” Four of the six students mentioned using
smartphones during online learning to contact others for academic purposes. Students CC, DD,
EE, FF and GG reported using smartphones to contact others in order to succeed in online
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school. As student DD mentioned, “My phone has been used to do quizzes and look up YouTube
videos on how to do the math for some of my classes and to contact friends who can help me
understand what we’re actually doing in class. My phone remains an important piece of the
virtual learning puzzle.”
The use of the word “puzzle” conveys the confusion embedded within the shift to online
learning. Honestly, I identified with the use of the word as I felt I was navigating a puzzle as an
educator; I tried to fill in all of the brick-and-mortar “pieces” of learning into my online
classroom and was unable to do so. There was no preparation for this abrupt shift, and students
relied on smartphones for academic communication with others as they would have in a
traditional setting. When I conditioned my students to “Ask three, then me” it was clear this
means of communicating with other students to understand the coursework continued in the
online classroom, and smartphones were a tool to incorporate this “puzzle piece.”
Another aspect of smartphone use for academic purposes reported was to cheat. Students
FF and EE reported the use of smartphones to cheat on assignments. Student EE reported
cheating in reference to other students, and student FF admitted to cheating using a smartphone.
Cheating is within the theme of student’s use of smartphones for academic purposes as it is an
unethical way to complete work or excel in school without academic integrity. When referencing
the shift to online learning, student EE stated, “I am 100% sure that a lot of students grade point
averages went up because now they can easily cheat their way through school.” When student FF
referenced smartphones and cheating, the submission read, “I don’t have to worry about teachers
taking my phone anymore also when I have a quiz I have access to my phone and now I won’t
get caught cheating.”
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Although there were a low number (n = 2) of students who reported cheating as part of
the ways they use smartphones for academic purposes during online schooling, this may be
considered significant since it was mentioned in a quarter of the student submissions, as there
were eight of them I studied. There is published literature on a variety of topics associated with
academic cheating including: motivations to cheat (Anderman & Won, 2019), cheating in online
courses (Dendir & Maxwell, 2020; Haney & Clark, 2007), and increased occurrences of cheating
during online learning due to the COVID-19 pandemic (Eaton, 2020; Lancaster & Cotarlan,
2021; Ryan et al., 2020). Although academic integrity was an aspect of education my institution
took seriously before schools were shut down, it was an aspect of education which existed in a
brick-and-mortar, face-to-face setting. The challenges to protect academic integrity as an
educator quickly change when the learning environment changes. There is a difference between a
classroom where a proctor or teacher is physically present with students during assessments and
an environment where teachers assess students online. The two students’ reports in this inquiry
support the idea that cheating during online learning must be acknowledged and addressed to
maintain academic integrity in online classes.
Theme 4: Use of Smartphones for Communication
Within this theme, two subthemes emerged. As discussed in Theme #3 students used
smartphones for academic purposes, which included the use of smartphones to contact teachers,
but I discovered students also used smartphones to communicate for reasons beyond academics.
After coding the student submissions I found communication was a prevalent theme in terms of
how and why students communicated while learning online. In-person learning in my classroom
provided a place for students to connect; the students’ reports I analyzed for this inquiry
indicated students needed to connect and communicate with others after schools shut down. I
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have addressed the broad theme of student’s use of smartphones for communication into two
subthemes below: communicating with others to maintain relationships and smartphone
communication to alleviate stress and decompress.
Subtheme 1: Communicating with Others to Maintain Relationships
When students switched to learning online from in-person learning, they no
longer had the opportunity to see other students face to face. Not only were schools closed, but
restaurants, places of worship, and parks began to close or place restrictions on gatherings.
Although opportunities to meet with others decreased, my students had a need to maintain
relationships. All eight of the students mentioned using smartphones to connect and
communicate when learning online. Student BB reported using a smartphone to communicate
with teachers and students, specifically through FaceTime, and referenced “virtual closeness”
during a time when in-person communication was no longer part of learning.
I use my smart phone so I can stay in contact with my teachers and other students.
Nowadays my phone is the only way I can talk to others. Smart phones have the benefit
of keeping everyone close together while learning from home. I’m sure glad for having a
smartphone and [being] able to interact on one. My smart phone has been a blessing to be
able to reach teachers for questions. My smart phone has helped provide virtual closeness
by using face time (BB).
While I considered using the above quote to illustrate Theme #3, smartphone use for
academic purposes, I found a better fit within this subtheme. I considered the words and phrases
and how these depict a need for connection and relationships. In three sentences, student BB
says, “contact, talk, close, interact, reach, and closeness.” When analyzing this excerpt from
student BB’s work, I relied on Wolcott’s (1994) principles of analyzing documents to find more
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than what is present in parts, (contacting teachers) instead integrating the parts and using
interpretative analysis to find something greater. Student BB never specifically stated, “I have a
need for relationships with others and want to feel close to people even though we are apart.”
However, in qualitative research Saldaña (2016) encourages “interpretative leeway” in order to
uncover perspectives within the data (p. 235). When I analyzed the quote above from BB’s
submission, the need for human connection was evident and the smartphone became a tool to
fulfill this void. It is common for people to use smartphones to communicate, but this was
something more. This was the use of a smartphone to fulfill the need to maintain relationships
and to experience closeness with others that had been taken away.
Another student demonstrated the use of smartphone communication to maintain
relationships. Student AA referred to using a smartphone as a tool to continue friendships during
a difficult time and stated, “My smart phone is my connection to the outside world I can no
longer be a part of. I can stay in contact with my friends and continue our friendship because we
need to be there for each other during these hard times.” This quote can be interpreted in a
similar way to BB’s response above in terms of maintaining closeness with others at time when
in person communication had ceased in many settings. AA also references “hard times” which
overlaps with the second subtheme I discovered: smartphone communication to alleviate stress
and decompress.
Subtheme 2: Smartphone Communication to Alleviate Stress and Decompress
When schools and other social environments shut down or restricted occupancy due to
spreading COVID-19, mental health became a widely acknowledged area of concern (Amsalem
et al., 2020; Golberstein et al., 2020; Guessoum et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Pfefferbaum &
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North, 2020; Sahu, 2020; Twenge & Joiner, 2020; Yao et al., 2020) and several students’ reports
demonstrated a correlation with this literature.
Student FF stated, “My mental stress is much more than normal and students are strained
and struggling and this has been hard on many people. So I actually think smartphones have a
good impact. My screen time right now is 15 hours and 10 minutes but nowadays we need to
help each other.” When referencing mental health, student FF used the words: stress, strained,
struggling, hard. When FF referred to smartphones, she used the words good and help. The shift
to online learning was not only a shift in learning environments, but a shift to a more isolated
way of life. Instead of seeing teachers, peers, and staff each day, students were living with
diminished human contact in schools and many other social settings within society. As places of
gatherings within communities began to shutdown, this added to the lack of human contact for
most people. Student FF found this period in time to be stressful and a struggle, but was able to
use a smartphone as a tool to fill part of this void. Although a smartphone cannot replace human
interaction, it can be a tool in communicating with others when human interaction is not
possible, and this may be essential for students when they cannot experience school in person.
When friends, teachers, and classmates are no longer available face to face, this student turned to
a smartphone to alleviate some of the stress associated with a more isolated way of life.
Student EE reported using a smartphone for “comfort” after schools were shutdown.
I would say my cell phone has saved so many of my friendships that would have been
lost due to purely not losing touch. I Face Timed my best friends yesterday in a group
Face Time and it was so much fun. Then my other friends made a group chat and we are
going to have a socially distanced sunrise. We are all going to meet up super early and
watch the sunrise. Smartphones give you the world at your finger tip, but in a global
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pandemic they give you more than that. They give you comfort knowing your friends and
family are OK. Online learning is stressful and you feel alone (EE).
It is important to note students used smartphones to communicate, but the communication filled
a recent communicative gap in their lives at an uncertain time and provided comfort during a
time of stress. The communication referenced by EE above portrays the need to maintain
relationships during the pandemic. The words “saved so many friendships” illustrates how the
student used a smartphone to salvage friendships, which may have been otherwise lost due to
lack of contact in a physical space. My inquiry question focused on how students report
smartphones to affect learning when learning online, and there is a connection between mental
health with academic performance and if students become depressed and isolated, academic
productivity may suffer (Bruffaerts et al., 2018; Cullen et al., 2020; Pancani et al., 2020). This is
portrayed in the statement from student EE above, “Online learning is stressful and you feel
alone.” Students used smartphones as a communicative tool to alleviate stress and decompress
during online learning.
Theme 5: Social Media
The final theme among the submissions I studied was the use of social media during
online learning. Almost every student (n = 7) reported social media accessed on smartphones
while learning online or referenced an increased amount of time spent on social media when
learning online. Student GG stated, “According to my screen time app, I used tick tock for 24
hours and 46 minutes. That’s too much, but I’m so bored I find myself constantly on the app
still.”
Another student (AA) reported using a smartphone mostly for Snapchat, Instagram, and
YouTube during online learning and stated, “I need to limit the amount of time I spend on apps
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like Snapchat and Instagram and this will help me finish all my assignments on time and be
stress free.” This same student (AA) mentioned the need to complete assignments on the
computer instead of the phone; “To get work done I need to be using the computer instead of my
phone.”
Another student (CC) reported his parents noticed his time on social media was
“unhealthy.”
They installed an app on my phone and their phones that stop me from going on social
media. I’m not gonna lie. I was mad but it helped me. It made me wake up on time and
have a schedule and get my work done instead of staying up on social media all night. I
used my phone to procrastinate. I can’t do that anymore. At first I was like I HATE this,
but now they trust me. I like that they trust me and I’m not on social media nine hours a
day anymore (CC).
Although seven students referenced social media as a distraction to learning online, the
student above (CC) was the only student who reported a parent’s intervention in relation to social
media use after the switch to online learning. This is different from the theme of distraction
mentioned earlier. The discussion of distraction in this section is specifically related to social
media. There were instances where students reported smartphones to be a distraction and other
instances where students reported social media on their smartphones to be a distraction. These
are two different concepts and thus warrant separate acknowledgements. It would be too broad to
say “social media was reported as a distraction” or “smartphones were reported as a distraction”
when students reported these concepts specifically.
The use of social media surfaced within the artifacts and was a recurring theme I found
throughout students’ submissions, but upon further analysis of my findings and after revisiting
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the artifacts with concept mapping, I found social media to be an underlying concept within four
of the five themes. I discussed in Chapter Three how I discovered five themes within the
students’ submissions. When I presented myself with a visual interpretation of my findings, I
noticed consistent references to social media within all of the themes. Figure 2 portrays how this
surfaced in my concept map.
Initially I did this by hand, without any regard for handwriting, neatness, or organization.
This was my personal concept map and I was not sure anything of substance would surface when
I first began. Figure 2 is a more organized and professional design of my findings yet contains
the same words and phrases I recorded when I created the handwritten concept map. For
readability and size, I have abbreviated the theme titles.
Figure 2
Concept Map

In Figure 2 the five themes which arose during my coding cycles are in the circles at the
top. Under each theme are concepts mentioned within the submissions relating to each theme and
discussed in this chapter. I knew coding was not a linear, concise, science when I started this
inquiry. Therefore, it made sense to revisit my findings with the use of concept mapping. After I
determined five themes within the artifacts I studied, I found social media resonated within four
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of the five themes. As seen in Figure 2, under the Theme #1, social media, Instagram, and
Snapchat were alluded to when referencing an increase in smartphone usage. In Theme #2,
Snapchat notifications were reported as an example of how smartphones can be distracting. In
Theme #4, a method of smartphone use for communication was through social media, and in
Theme #5, Snapchat and Instagram were mentioned. Although I did not find specific references
to social media within Theme #3 (smartphone use for academic purposes) students may have
used social media to contact each other, but there is no evidence of this. Because I studied
artifacts from prior students, I did not have a way to further investigate to see what smartphone
applications were used to contact others for academic purposes.
Through five initial coding sessions five themes emerged from the artifacts I studied.
After I used concept mapping as a post-coding tool to look for any uncovered connections, it was
evident the role of social media may have a resonating presence in the ways students perceive
smartphones to affect their learning when learning online. This is an area which deserves further
study as smartphone use among students during online learning due to school closures was a
worldwide phenomenon which happened suddenly. As literature emerges on this topic, it would
be beneficial for educators, parents, and students to further examine the role of social media
while learning online.
Conclusion
In this chapter, findings from analyses of eight student submissions were provided. Five
themes were evident among the submissions, and excerpts from student submissions were
included to illustrate themes. I explored an unknown landscape of learning and reported five
themes, which emerged after analyzing writing submissions from eight students. Through
concept mapping, I discovered how students perceived smartphones to affect their learning when
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they began learning online during a pandemic. I also learned how social media was a pervasive
theme throughout this time. In the next chapter, I discuss the findings, implications for practice,
limitations, and future directions.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
DISCUSSION
I developed this inquiry to explore an unknown territory within my career and
questioned: How do students report smartphones to affect their learning while learning online?
Although many students all over the world learn online, I created this inquiry due to an
unprecedented scenario where online learning became mandatory due to a global pandemic. This
inquiry gave me the opportunity to study my students’ reports of how smartphones affected their
learning after they transferred to online learning due to COVID-19. In this final chapter, I discus
findings and connections to the literature review. I conclude the chapter with a discussion of
implications for practice and future directions.
Conclusions
Five themes emerged from the eight artifacts I studied during this inquiry. The themes
were: an increase in smartphone usage, smartphones as a distraction to learning, smartphone use
for academic purposes, smartphones for communication, and smartphones used to access social
media. In summary, it was evident smartphones were an integral aspect of learning online.
Smartphones were used by students to communicate and de-stress during an unstable period in
time and communicate with classmates and teachers. Smartphones posed a distraction to
productivity, an increase in screen time, and an increase in social media use. Based on the eight
student artifacts I used for this inquiry, it is evident students used smartphones to both further
and hinder their academic progress, and may not possess the ability to self-regulate their use. All
of the students reported their smartphone use increased and not one student referenced this being
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productive to his or her academic habits. In this section, the conclusions are organized by
emergent themes presented in the previous chapter.
Increase in Smartphone Usage
In the student reports, there was evidence of student’s use of screen time tracking
applications. As referenced in Chapter Four, there were incidences of students who mentioned
specific time spent on smartphones by the use of screen time reports through applications on
their phones. Although students may be aware of their screen time, I did not see any evidence of
student reports which referenced the idea of adjusting screen time. There was evidence the
students were not pleased with the screen time reports and alluded to spending too much time on
their phones, but the only reference made to a decrease in screen time was the student who
mentioned his parents restricted his smartphone use through an application they installed to
control his phone.
The artifacts portrayed an increase in smartphone use during online learning may be
associated with a decrease in academic productivity due to spending time on smartphones instead
of academic tasks. The student reports in this inquiry demonstrated the need for screen time
parameters during online learning based on the increase in usage and specific references to
unhealthy amounts of time spent on games and social media applications. This may be an
opportunity for stakeholders other than students (parents or teachers) to encourage limiting the
use of smartphones while learning online. When learning online, students may lack adult
supervision present in a brick-and-mortar setting. Obviously there are no teachers physically
present in an online learning environment, but there may be lack of adult presence as well
depending on the specific home environment. Therefore, I need to develop strategies to
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encourage my students to adapt their own screen time parameters while learning online, and
provide them with a rationale for doing so.

Distraction to Learning and Social Media
In addition to reporting an increase in screen time, all students reported smartphones as a
distraction to learning. With current research suggesting smartphones are a distraction to
academic focus (Al-Furaih & Al-Awidi, 2020; Anshari et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2019; May &
Elder, 2018) the findings from this inquiry align with the literature. I have seen this in my brickand-mortar classroom. For example, in January of 2019, I conducted an informal experiment in
my classes where I asked my sophomores to find a nonfiction article online using their
smartphones. They had to find and read the article within 30 minutes and then participate in a 20minute writing activity after reading. Instead of asking them about what they read, the writing
assignment was to discuss how many times they were distracted from reading due to alerts and
notifications on their phones. I had excellent rapport with my students and encouraged them to
be honest. I awarded them points for simply writing, and did not award or deduct points for
content. Every student wrote about alerts and notifications distracting them from the academic
task, and many reported they could not even count how many times they stopped reading to tend
to an alert/notification. Some admitted they scanned the article to get it over with and then went
straight to browsing social media. My students’ smartphones posed too much of a distraction in
class to use smartphones for academic purposes. Therefore, for online activities, I relocated to a
computer lab or used a laptop cart to provide each student with a laptop to access online material.
Due to experiences such as this, as I approached the unknown territory of online teaching, I knew
it was important to examine my students’ learning habits to determine if smartphones posed a
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distraction to learning as I had already determined they did in my brick- and-mortar classroom.
In this inquiry it was evident through the artifacts I studied that smartphones remained a
distraction for my students while learning online, and possibly even more of a distraction than in
brick-and-mortar due to the lack of adult supervision and the absence of smartphone rules and
consequences.
Almost all students (n = 7) reported smartphones as a distraction from academics,
specifically because there was no teacher present to limit smartphone access. If I knew
smartphones were a distraction in the brick-and-mortar setting, and my inquiry confirmed within
the student reports I studied that smartphones are a distraction during online learning, this is an
area for possible smartphone use protocols for online learners. I need to address student’s
smartphone use when they learn online. Although smartphones may pose a distraction to
learning, I discovered in this inquiry smartphones were a learning tool for students as well. This
creates a situation where students need to focus on using smartphones responsibly instead of
limiting or prohibiting the use of smartphones during online learning. As Rosen et al., (2018)
suggested, it may be beneficial to disable notifications for specific period of time while learning
online. This may enable students to use their phone for academic purposes, yet the constant
distractions from notifications would cease.
Almost all students referenced social media when they referred to their phones as a
distraction to learning. I can attest to this in the brick-and-mortar classroom as well, as I witness
my students trying to check their phones in backpacks, sweatshirt pockets, and behind books on
desks to glace at social media. When students shifted to an online learning environment, the
artifacts I studied confirmed smartphones continued to be a distraction just as they were in my
physical classroom setting. The students’ reports also confirmed they were distracted due to lack
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of enforced policies surrounding smartphone use when learning online. It was evident from the
student reports having a teacher physically present to enforce district and classroom smartphone
policies decreased the degree of distractions from social media. When students were in an online
environment, they reported increased distraction due to social media notifications which they
were able to access while learning online. This increased smartphone usage, time spent on social
media, and the number of distractions during learning online.
This concept of smartphones used to access social media during online learning deserves
future study. My students’ reports of how and why they used social media echoes the literature
stated above, and further study on this topic may have the potential to discover nuances in the
relationship between social media and online learning.
Smartphones for Academic Purposes
Although students reported smartphones as a distraction to learning, it was also reported
they used smartphones for academic purposes which included checking grades, accessing
assignments, and reading assigned material. Some students used their phones to access the
applications and internet sources needed for online learning, while others used smartphones for
cheating and collaborating with others to complete assignments. This theme I discovered is
intricate and offers many different avenues for discussion and possibilities for future directions
to enhance student learning.
One direction, which I must address within this theme, is cheating. Smartphones provide
students with the opportunity to share content within seconds, and academic integrity has
become an essential component of many online classrooms (Bretag et al., 2019; Lee-Post &
Hapke, 2017) yet due to the circumstances and lack of preparation for my online teaching
environment, I did not have academic ethical expectations clearly stated, nor did I have any
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technology to help enforce these expectations. Many educational institutions use software
programs to enforce academic integrity and promote instructional methodology to minimize the
occurrences of cheating (Bertran Gallant, 2017; Norris, 2019). One example of a software
program is Turnitin. Turnitin is used as an academic integrity tool for teachers in many school
districts, and this program detects plagiarism within student submissions. My district decided
several years ago this program was too costly, and our English department no longer had access
to it to enforce academic integrity among our students. Therefore, when we switched to online
learning, I did not have any programs in place to determine when students were cheating unless I
suspected it and researched their work using the internet to determine if I could find they had
plagiarized material. This was extremely time consuming, and many times unsuccessful. After
this inquiry, I have confirmed at least two of my students were using smartphones to cheat on
assignments. Considering I studied eight artifacts, there is the possibility cheating is more
widespread when considering the small amount of work I studied. I will discuss the need for
implications pertaining to this topic later in this chapter, as there is a need to address academic
integrity in my online classroom.
As students reported the need to use smartphones to access online content for classes,
they also reported using their smartphones to collaborate with others for academic purposes. This
included teachers and students in the classroom, which is an essential component of learning
online. Smartphones give students the ability to connect to lectures and content regardless of
their physical environment. Although a classroom may not be present, the course material and
instructor on video becomes accessible with a smartphone, and smartphones allow students to
collaborate with fellow classmates (Gikas & Grant, 2013). In my brick-and-mortar classroom, I
consistently used collaborative learning strategies. I encouraged students to seek help from each
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other while in class. I reiterated my rule regularly to students: “Ask three, then me.” I have this
rule for several reasons: students build relationships with others in the classroom, students gain
the responsibility to teach their peers, and students get exposure to perspectives other than mine.
When we switched to an online learning environment, this method of learning was no longer
available. I did not create any method of collaborative learning in my online classroom due to
lack of preparation and resources, yet I had created a collaborative learning environment in my
brick-and-mortar classroom. Gikas and Grant (2013) reported students’ frustrations with
teacher’s lack of willingness to use technology. Several students reported it was frustrating when
some teachers used smartphone technology to aid in collaboration and content distribution, but
not all teachers were willing to use smartphone technology as a teaching tool. In retrospect, my
students may have been frustrated with how I did not implement smartphone technology into our
online classroom. I had spent so many years reiterating district and classroom policies against
smartphone use, I did not adapt my teaching practices to accommodate students in an online
learning environment regarding smartphone use. I knew students would continue to use
smartphones when learning online, but I never took the time to think about how I could help
them use smartphones as a tool when learning online. I recommend investigating the importance
of smartphone use as an academic tool instead of only focusing on parameters to avoid
smartphone use when learning, as district and classroom policies direct teachers to do in brickand-mortar settings.
I have extensive professional development courses which I have relied on over the years
to successfully implement collaborative learning in my classroom. However, I have not had any
training on how to implement collaborative learning into an online classroom. I was pleased to
find out my students had taken this upon themselves and continued to reach out to classmates for
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help. Smartphones were a valuable tool in this process, yet it is important to note my students
already had relationships with each other after being in class together for almost eight months.
This may be very different in a classroom where students begin learning solely online - which is
a possibility due to the unknown future of education during COVID-19. I will discuss this later
in the chapter in the implication for practice section as well, as this poses questions of how to
encourage collaborative learning in an online classroom in a future setting.
Smartphones for Communication
All of the students reported using smartphones to communicate while learning online.
Although some students reported specific communication for academic purposes, others reported
using smartphones to communicate as a way to decompress or maintain relationships through the
stress caused by online learning. In the past several months, there has been published literature
on the impact of online schooling on students and their mental health due to lack of face-to-face
communication and sense of community (Dhawan, 2020). Themes including isolation and
depression are worth noting, as more students are expected to learn online and self-isolate as this
pandemic continues (Farooq et al., 2020; Hamza et al., 2020; Ferrara et al., 2021). After this
inquiry, I see a need to implement smartphone guidelines in my online classroom as students
reported negative impacts on learning due to distraction, cheating, and increase in smartphone
usage. However, it is just as important to note students used smartphones to decompress from the
stress of online learning and communicate with each other at a time they were not able to in
person. If the isolation of online learning may cause depression, this too will have a negative
impact on academic performance (Khesht-Masjedi et al., 2019) and smartphones might be a tool
to address the isolated feeling students experience when learning online (deMiranda et al., 2020;
Stone & Logan, 2018). This poses a possible future challenge for students, parents, and
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educators. How can students use smartphones to communicate and feel less isolated during
online learning, yet ensure smartphones do not negatively impact academic performance? This
may be a guiding question for future study.
Connections to the Literature Review and Theory
When I studied and coded the artifacts for this inquiry, I found similar themes among my
findings and the cited literature in Chapter Two. Ravizza et al. (2013) cited an increase of
technology used for learning (laptops and smartphones) correlated with lower test scores and
grades, and Carrier et al. (2015) cited a decrease in academic productivity among young people
who multitask using technology while learning. It was evident within the artifacts I studied, my
students were distracted by smartphones during learning online, and the literature stated above
found smartphone use while learning contributed to multitasking, which related to decreased
academic performance.
In Chapter Two I discussed the ISTE standards and Kolb’s (2018) recommendation for
educators to help students manage smartphones since the use of smartphones directly related to
academic performance and mental health. As reported in Chapter Four, several students reported
the lack of educator guidance in regulating smartphone use during online learning.
Recent publications also connected depression among adolescents with COVID-19 and
smartphone use. Twenge (2017b) discussed a rise in depressive symptoms among adolescents
and related this to increased smartphone use, and Lee (2020) related the lack of in-person
communication due school closures to depression among adolescents.
When students use smartphones during online learning, this can become a multitasking
situation, and multitasking can lead to lower overall academic performance (Carrier et al., 2015).
This is one of the reasons teachers and school districts prohibit the use of smartphones in
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classrooms – it is challenging to pay attention to a lesson and a smartphone at the same time. I
know this firsthand, as I remind students in my physical classroom to focus on the academic
lesson instead of check their phones. Yet, in an online learning environment I do not have this
option. Carrier et al. (2015), Dossey (2014), and Ravizza et al. (2013) found multitasking and
compulsive concern for smartphone notifications to be a distraction from learning and contribute
to anxiety and decreased academic performance. Based on the literature combined with the
information I discovered in this inquiry, the data suggest my students may suffer academically
due to their reports of consistent distractions and increased smartphone use when learning online.
This inquiry also related to the literature in the area of smartphone distraction and social
media. My students reported they spent longer hours on social media, had increased access to
social media, and social media notifications distracted them from learning. Carrier et al. (2013)
found social media had the most negative impact on academic performance since students
become distracted by social media and then attempt to multitask when they try to learn and check
social media applications simultaneously. Yet as Brown (2006) noted, peer relationships are
crucial to adolescent development, and these relationships are no longer only formed face-toface. My inquiry findings reflected this concept as well; students reported using social media and
smartphones to maintain relationships with family and friends during a time when face-to-face
communication was not an option. As O’Reilly at al. (2018) found, social media can lessen
stress, yet it can also serve as a distraction to learning. As an educator in an online classroom, it
is imperative I take this into consideration while teaching. My students may need to access social
media to nurture their relationships and take a break from the stress of online learning. However,
my students may need parameters and guidelines in place in our online classroom to ensure
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social media and smartphone use does not negatively impact their ability to succeed
academically.
I have found though this inquiry and connecting my findings to the literature that social
media may be an essential tool for students to communicate, especially when face-to-face
relationships were not possible due to COVID-19 school closures and safety precautions.
However, social media can be a distraction to learning, and may cause depression and anxiety.
My students reported an increase in smartphone usage while learning online, and this may
contribute to lower academic performance due to multitasking and distraction.
In Chapter Two, the literature review, I presented literature on adolescent smartphone use
and smartphone use tied to anxiety and depression. This literature was a component in my
decision to create this inquiry; a significant number of the studies I cited focused on smartphone
use and academics and smartphone use and the relationship with anxiety and depression, but I
did not find literature on smartphone use in an online academic setting after a mandatory shift
from in person learning. I did find (listed above) literature citing the need to address mental
health of children and adults due to shutdowns and quarantine regulations as a result of COVID19. This concept is recent, considering shutdowns in the United States started in the spring of
2020, yet the realization for mental health awareness during COVID-19 was published when I
conducted this inquiry, and my findings connect to the more recent literature as well (Cullen et
al., 2020; Sañudo et al., 2020; Taylor et al., 2020; Xiang et al., 2020).
After coding the students’ submissions and creating a concept map, I went back to
literature published within the last year which related to my inquiry question. I found
associations between the current literature and my students’ reports pertaining to the use of
smartphones while learning online during COVID-19. A problematic increase in digital
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technology use has been reported during the pandemic due to increased time spent in quarantine
and the increased accessibility of digital technology while being at home (Duan et al., 2020; Eidi
& Delam, 2020; Montag & Elhai, 2020; Sun et al., 2020; World Health Organization, 2020).
This was evident in my students’ reports; they mentioned having a lack of supervision from
teachers during the day and how the time on smartphones increased in this new online learning
environment.
Within four of the five themes I presented, social media use was reported and literature
posits people use media (Katz & Foulkes, 1962), including social media, to have conversations
and interact socially, as a means of escape and to be entertained (Ellis et al., 2020; Kietzmann et
al., 2011; Whiting & Williams, 2013). My students gravitated to social media while learning
online for a variety of reasons. First, the time they typically spent learning in school was
switched to learning online, but without the structure of a classroom or presence of a teacher.
There is a vast difference in going to school each day with a strict bell schedule and in-person
instruction from learning on a computer or phone at home. When my school shifted to online
learning, each individual teacher had the autonomy to run his or her online class as deemed
appropriate. Some teachers required students to be online for virtual synchronous lessons with
screen time, some teachers did not provide any video instruction and instead posted content and
assignments. Some teachers had specific due dates; some required work to be turned in by the
end of the year. There were teachers who used phone calls to communicate with students and
parents, and other teachers who would only communicate over email. Although each teacher
may have found his or her classroom policies and teaching methodology to be structured within
their own realms, there was no consistency across the subjects, and students were left to manage
their time around the different requirements for each teacher. Students’ increased availability of
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social media on smartphones combined with less teacher supervision and an increased ability to
manage their own time may have been contributing factors towards how students used
smartphones and social media during online learning.
Furthermore, students lacked the interaction they normally had in school and experienced
stress and lack of face-to-face interaction. The stress as a result of the shift to online learning was
quickly acknowledged all over the world. Wu et al. (2020) posited the need to continually study
the mental health of parents after finding parents described increased stress levels and strained
relationships with their children during quarantine. In interview surveys with 195 university
students in the United States, 71% of the participants expressed increased levels of stress and
anxiety after stay-at-home orders prohibited them from attending class and interacting socially
with peers (Son et al., 2020). Social distancing and being isolated in the home caused depression
and in some cases an exacerbation of domestic violence in abusive homes (Lee, 2020). Time on
social media increased as stress levels increased and social interaction decreased, as social media
provided a way for people to continue to communicate and interact, as well as divert attention
towards more desirable content (Simonson, 2017).
Social media can divert attention to more desirable content, but in the case of my high
school students, this may have caused a decrease in academic productivity as social media
accessed on smartphones may have been more desirable than focusing on online classes.
However, the use of social media provided a way to communicate and nurture relationships
while enduring the lack of face-to-face communication due to the pandemic.
The findings in this inquiry also relate back to the theories which I relied on to undergird
my methodology. I relied on Scriven’s (1974) goal free evaluation to guide my methods of
discovery, but also to remind myself this area of my program was worth discovering although it
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had not been an area of focus in the past. I went from an environment with rigid and specific
guidelines and policies regarding smartphone use in the classroom to an environment where
smartphone guidelines and policies were not acknowledged at all. The goal behind brick-andmortar smartphone regulations is to minimize distractions while learning. When we switched to
an online platform I knew this continued to be one of the values within my organization, after all,
why would schools suddenly want students to be distracted from learning? However, it was not
acknowledged, no guidelines or regulations for smartphone use were in place, and the use of
smartphones while learning online was not even mentioned. Through goal free evaluation I was
able to embrace the fact I had become an outsider in my own practice; I was suddenly unware of
any goals or guidelines pertaining to smartphone use while learning online, simply because there
were not any.
The illuminative evaluation framework (Parlett & Hamilton, 1972) was applicable to my
findings as well. The framework posits a researcher gathers information to gain a comprehensive
understanding of a component within a program. After discovering the five themes which
emerged throughout this inquiry, I now have a more comprehensive understanding of how
smartphones affect my students when they learn online. I was also able to apply the uses and
gratifications theory (Katz et al., 1973) to my findings as I discovered students use social media
and smartphones to satisfy psychological needs. The concern for social-emotional well-being
among students amidst a nationwide shut down was evident, but I was unaware my students
would use social media and smartphones to provide as one student stated, “virtual closeness”
when face-to-face interaction was no longer available.
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Implications and Recommendations
Due to the nature of this inquiry, I was driven by Scriven’s (1974) methodology of goalfree evaluation. Substantial evidence on the effectiveness of online learning is yet to be
determined (McPherson & Bacow, 2015), and this inquiry was valuable to my practice, as I am
an educator who was required to teach solely online in March of 2020. Technology, society, and
academic expectations will always be evolving, and if I am to effectively educate my students, I
must adapt to the constant changes within this profession. To do this, I have to be willing to let
my students educate me in areas where I lack experience, and I must acknowledge their
perspectives to adapt my practice to best suit their needs. In this inquiry, I had no prior
knowledge about how students perceived smartphones to affect their learning during a
mandatory shift to an online learning environment. I had never taught students face-to-face and
then abruptly shifted to an online environment due to a global pandemic. I had never considered
how my students might report smartphones to affect their learning while learning online, and I
had never discovered a need for smartphone policies and guidelines outside of my brick-andmortar classroom. Scriven’s (1974) methodology gave me the framework needed to explore the
unknown without any specific goal in mind. I knew the literature surrounding adolescent
smartphone use, but I had no idea how the literature might relate to my own practice after March,
2020.
As I discussed in Chapter Two, tech breaks may be a beneficial method to share with my
online learners (Rosen et al., 2018) I recommend this strategy for online learners as it may
prevent screen time from interfering with academic success due to the scheduled times students
can set aside for smartphone use. Another preventative support is parent involvement through
screen time applications such as the one used by student CC’s parents. This application allowed
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parents to disable and monitor smartphone applications. As I continue to teach students online, it
is necessary to communicate with parents and discuss the need to monitor their child’s
smartphone use as it could be detrimental to academic productivity. I found myself wondering as
I analyzed the student reports, Do BB’s parents know their child is aware of the fact he pushes
school work aside in favor of his smartphone? Do DD’s parents know about the 15 hours of
screen time in one day? Are parents aware it may be more beneficial for students to use
computers/laptops instead of smartphones for online learning? The artifacts I studied made me
realize I need to have parameters for smartphone use in my online classroom as I do in my brickand-mortar classroom, and I need to inform parents of these parameters as well.
In a brick-and-mortar setting, on the first day of school I issue my syllabus, which
includes the phone policies listed in Appendix D. Parents sign the syllabus and the students
return it to me the next day. When my school shifted to online learning, it was in March of 2020.
I already knew my students and they followed smartphone policies in the physical classroom, but
I never took any measures to incorporate smartphone policies in our online classroom. In
retrospect, the students’ reports I studied confirmed what I expected – without enforced policies
on smartphone use, screen time increased, and for some, decreased academic potential due to
extended hours on a smartphone instead of on assignments and lessons. When several students
mentioned how easy it was for them to continuously be on smartphones throughout the day, they
also mentioned how this was not possible in a brick-and-mortar setting.
An additional area of my practice which I need to evaluate is how smartphones are used
for cheating in online classes. I know from my own observations in brick-and-mortar, students
use smartphones to cheat on assignments and tests. Several years ago, one of my former students
took pictures of the district Physics test and the pictures reached high school students all over the
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county. Although this case was reported to the public as it affected students all over the county
and the test was invalidated, there are smaller instances I saw in my physical classroom on a
regular basis. For instance, I cannot give the same test to different periods of students. If I give a
vocabulary quiz first period, by third period the students have seen pictures of the quiz and
answers. I have to make individual quizzes for each of my classes to combat cheating. In an
online classroom, I do the same thing: each period receives a different quiz or test due to the
ability to take pictures and post online or send pictures within seconds. As more secondary and
postsecondary institutions shift to online learning environments, it is imperative to understand
the role smartphones have in the ability to cheat and ethical considerations in online learning
must be a significant factor in course expectations. Moving forward, when I teach online courses,
I need to address ethical expectations and determine best practices on how to keep my students
accountable. Although this inquiry applies to my own practice, it may be beneficial for other
educators who have moved to online teaching to investigate the role of smartphones and ethical
expectations to minimize cheating and ensure genuine mastery when assessing students. I cannot
provide generalizable information from this inquiry, but other educators may find they have
similar situations within their educational settings.
Through this inquiry I realized my students had the desire to communicate with others
during online learning. Even though I incorporated collaborative learning strategies in my brickand-mortar setting, I failed to create a collaborative learning environment in my online
classroom. If I continue to teach online courses, I need to deepen my practice by creating
measures for students to collaborate while learning instead of leaving this task up to them as I
did in March. There are numerous school approved online platforms teachers can use to do this,
and due to the switch to online learning it is now my responsibility as a teacher to educate myself
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on how to use these platforms in my online classes. In the brick-and-mortar setting I was
confident that rich, deep learning occurred through class discussions. If I no longer have a
physical environment to foster these discussions, I need to modify my teaching strategies to
continue to provide this opportunity for my students when they are learn online. Although
students reported using smartphones to communicate with teachers, family, and friends while
learning online, I should provide options to do this directly related to the curriculum and using
online academic tools instead of smartphones. Now that I know smartphones can provide a
distraction while learning online, my collaborative tools in online classes should be geared
towards collaborating within a secure, monitored online environment where I am a part of the
collaboration and it is streamlined with academic expectations.
In retrospect, I should have addressed my student’s smartphone use when we shifted to
online learning. After witnessing the daily struggle to keep students off of their phones in a
physical classroom, why would I think they could effectively allocate their screen time during
online learning? It may be even more imperative to spend time on smartphone policies for
online learning than brick-and-mortar due to the lack of teacher supervision in a virtual learning
environment. This area of research is new, yet the body of literature is growing. Researchers in
the summer of 2020 explored the challenges adolescents faced during school closures due to
COVID-19 through a qualitative analysis of self-reports (Scott et al., 2021). In this study, the
most prevalent challenge reported was the category of academics and work habits, with time
management, motivation, productivity and test preparation listed as specific challenges
adolescents reported in this category. In another recent study conducted in New Zealand,
researchers investigated high school students’ perceptions of learning online and there were
similar findings with Scott et al. and my inquiry (Yates et al., 2020). Less than 10% of the
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students reported they preferred learning online instead of in school, and some of the challenges
related to learning online were lack of routine, too much freedom, and lack of teacher-initiated
class structure (Yates et al., 2020). Due to the growing body of literature about online learning, it
is important to continue to study how to address these challenges if online learning in high
schools continues due to COVID-19.
This evaluation and the literature I have cited provided a rationale for high school
teachers to examine online teaching practices when teaching online. When my students shifted to
learning online, they lacked the routine and structure I provided in my brick-and-mortar
classroom. Smartphones were used during online learning for a variety of reasons and the
devices were beneficial in terms of maintaining relationships with others during quarantine, but
also were a distraction to learning. As online teaching continues to be a part of education,
educators need to stay abreast of the most current research surrounding best practices as well as
use ISTE standards to promote successful online learning opportunities in virtual learning
environments. Professional development within districts should now focus on this aspect of
teaching and learning, and the use of smartphones should be addressed as part of the online
classroom parameters and guidelines.
As I continue to teach online courses I will focus on guidelines regarding smartphone use
in my classroom. For example, during our video class sessions online, I will have students
silence their phones and ask them to put their phones out of sight for the class period. Students
will have cameras on, and this setting will mimic the structure of the brick-and-mortar setting
they experienced before the pandemic. I hope this will help students become less distracted by
smartphones during online classes, and I will open up the opportunity for dialogue among my
students to offer strategies to each other about guidelines they can implement on their own time
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to ensure smartphones are enhancing online learning, not hindering success. When I address
smartphone use during online learning and start a discussion among my students, I take the initial
step in acknowledging this aspect of education and can work with my students to create an online
learning atmosphere where smartphones are used responsibly and effectively. Through this
inquiry I had the opportunity to explore the unknown, and now I see a need to move forward and
revise my own practice to benefit my future students as online learning continues to be prevalent
due to COVID-19.
I had to take a step back and reflect on my own practice and responsibility when I
concluded this inquiry. Through this reflective process, I admitted to myself I had failed my
students in one aspect of their education, but I also remembered that crystallization allows a
researcher to gain a deeper understanding of a topic, and also a deeper understanding of what is
not known (Ellingson, 2009). I am an experienced teacher and I have read extensive literature on
smartphone use and the impact it has on adolescent development, achievement, and well-being.
When we switched to online learning, I was overwhelmed with how to teach the curriculum and
assess my students in a brand new learning format, and I abandoned the most important part of
my practice which is to understand my students’ needs and adjust my teaching methods to
address their needs. They needed guidelines in place for a structured and focused learning
environment when they switched to online learning, and I should have addressed smartphone use
in my online classroom just as I did in my brick-and-mortar classroom. However, this is
something I did not know at the time.
I cannot make assumptions or generalizations as a result of this inquiry, but I can take
what I have learned and educate others in my field in hopes this inquiry may illuminate the
importance of understanding how smartphones affect learning when students learn online.
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During the last quarter of this school year I am scheduled to lead a professional development
training for teachers where I will present my findings from this inquiry. It is imperative for
teachers to not only understand how smartphones affect students learning in an online
environment, but also acknowledge the importance of incorporating students’ voices into this
conversation. It is impossible to move forward in this area of education without hearing students’
perspectives. Their voices need to be heard and valued, and in turn guide our practice.
I am grateful for the honesty and detail in which my students reported smartphones to
affect their learning after we moved to an online platform. Although I studied eight submissions
for this qualitative inquiry, I learned more about how smartphones affect online learning than I
had expected. I did not expect students to be this upfront and detailed in their submissions. This
again, is an advantage of goal-free evaluation; I had never explored this area of my career as it
had never existed, and I learned through my student’s honesty about their smartphone usage that
I must address this aspect of online learning. I am now accountable for adjusting my practice
based on what I have learned from my prior students to benefit my future students.
Through this inquiry I learned how students reported smartphones to affect their learning
while learning online, and I am now aware of the need to address this concept in future online
classes. However, there were limitations present in this inquiry. The decision to study eight
student submissions was appropriate for this study, yet there remains a need for future study as I
was not able to discuss any of the reports with my students. In the future, it would be beneficial
to further question my students based on their answers or to interview students in a focus group
setting. This study was appropriate for a goal-free evaluation, but now that I am more aware of
how students report smartphones to affect learning online, it would be appropriate to conduct a
study with a focus group where I have the opportunity to interview a group of students to expand
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on my findings. In this inquiry, I was not able to question the students based on what they
reported, and the students did not have the opportunity to speak with each other about the topic.
As I continue to study this topic, I will work towards developing a focus group to understand the
perspectives and experiences of students who have smartphones and learn online. Using this
method of research will give me the opportunity to ask questions based on students’ responses,
and also provide students with an opportunity to make comments based their peers’ responses.
I believe my students were honest in the submissions I studied, but there is the possibility
they were reluctant to share their truths due to the fact I was the supervisor in the course. My
own bias may have also been a factor, as I have my own beliefs on how smartphones should and
should not be used to enhance academic productivity. Even though this inquiry did not take place
based on a brick-and-mortar setting, my experiences with students and smartphones in a brickand-mortar setting may contribute to my own bias. Finally, hermeneutic considerations posit the
findings in this inquiry may be interpreted differently due to a variance in backgrounds,
experiences, and epistemological beliefs.
Our world has changed drastically due to COVID-19, and classrooms are no exception.
As an educator, I expect change as a constant in my career, yet I have never witnessed a shift as
severe as the closure of schools due to a global pandemic. There will be more changes as our
world continues to battle the many unknowns of COVID-19. As an educator and a researcher, I
will investigate and adapt based on how smartphone technology affects the students I work with
regardless if teaching and learning takes place together, or we continue apart.
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APPENDIX A
TIME MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY
April 6, 2020
Tuesday – Friday plan for English II Honors
We will begin our lit circles next week. This means you will be having online discussions with
members of the class who decided to read your same novel. For those of you who do not have a
book by Monday, you will be responsible for the Springboard curriculum which I will post on
Edsby. This week we will focus on time management skills which is a much needed skill while
learning online. See below for this week’s schedule and assignments.
Tuesday:
There are only 168 hours in a week, and it is important for young people to reflect on how to use
those hours in ways that lead to well-balanced, gratifying lives.
People often drastically overestimate the time they have for various commitments, leaving little
time for self-care and care for others.
Students need to be more intentional about the way they spend their time, and they need
strategies for aligning their activities with their intentions.
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Write several paragraphs answering the questions below in a fluent response. Do not write the
questions and answers, but instead write several paragraphs encompassing your answers to these
questions. Type and save your work. Do not submit yet.
How do you spend each hour of the day?
How would you like to spend a typical day?
Why/how are these answers different?
How do you spend your hours overall during the week?
How would you like to spend a typical week?
Why/how are these answers different?
What are your top three priorities on a day-to-day basis?
What should they be?
How much time do you spend “giving back” to others (including your family, school, or
community)?
Do you think you spend too much time caring for others?
Do you feel like you spend the right amount of time?
If you don’t feel like you spend enough time caring for others, how might you spend more time?
When/how do you practice self-care?
Is this enough time?
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Too little?
Too much?
If you could do anything with your time, what would it be?
Wednesday:
Watch this TED talk and then answer the following questions in paragraph form. Again, do not
write the questions, but think about how you would answer each question and then write several
fluent paragraphs with your answers.
bit.ly/2lNoZeE

What can you do to plan your time so that it reflects your most important priorities and so you
feel good about the way you spend it? What might be difficult in doing so? Who can support you
in managing your time well? What are your thoughts on the speaker’s ideas on how to “make
time”?
Write these paragraphs below the ones you wrote on Tuesday on the SAME document. Save
your work.
Thursday:
A discussion question will be posted on Edsby on Thursday morning. By Friday morning at 8:00
a.m., you will need to have responded to a classmate’s most recent post. Do not wait for your
friends to post first so you can reply to someone you know…Jump into the discussion when you
have something valuable to add. Any posts after 8:00 a.m. on Friday will not receive credit.
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Friday:
Think back to the TED Talk video (and watch again if necessary) and consider what the speaker
referred to as a “low opportunity cost time” and a three-category priority list. Under the
paragraphs you wrote on Wednesday, add your own three category priority list and have a
minimum of three items per category. Save your work and submit it by emailing it to me as an
attachment through Edsby.
Have a great weekend and make time for what matters.
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APPENDIX B
REFLECTION, DISCUSSION, AND WRITING: SMARTPHONE USE
DURING E-LEARNING
April 20, 2020
English II Honors and AP Research
Ms. Southwell
tiffany.southwell@sdhc.k12.fl.us

Message to students on course homepage:
Week of April 20, 2020
Good morning students. This week we are going to work on reflection, time management,
discussion techniques, and writing. Here you will find the rationale for this lesson, expectations,
and the rubric I will use to grade your essay, the final step of this lesson.
Background of lesson:
The first week of e-learning, each of you completed the time management activity. I enjoyed
reading your submissions, and must admit, many of your responses were thought provoking and
I found myself questioning some of my own time management techniques.
A recurring theme within some of submissions was the discussion of how your smartphone
played a role in your e-learning experience. This week, we will further explore this topic
through writing and reflection. If you do not use your smartphone during e-learning, please
email me. We can then discuss the learning outcomes and standards associated with this
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assignment and create an alternate assignment together which will address the same outcomes.
This is something many of you have done with me in the past, and it is an option for this
assignment too, even though we are not meeting face-to-face. We can work over the phone,
through email, or through a video conference.
Since school is now online, in order to adhere to state and national learning standards and
guidelines, it is important to create the most productive learning environment even though this
environment has recently changed for all of us. I designed this assignment to understand how
you use smartphone technology during e-learning so I can create a productive online learning
environment and use strategies to maximize your potential. Below are the standards and theories
addressed for this assignment from the International Society for Technology in Education (2020)
(ITSE), National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) (2018), and the state standards.
LAFS.910.W.1.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using
effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences.
LAFS.910.SL.1.1; LAFS.1112.SL.1.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on
grades 9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly
and persuasively.
LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development,
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
LAFS.1112.W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes,
and audiences.
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NCTE:
Promote digital citizenship by modeling mentoring students’ use of devices, tools, social media,
and apps to create media and interact with others.

ITSE:
Educators continually improve their practice by learning from and with others and exploring
proven and promising practices that leverage technology to improve student learning.
1c. Stay current with research that improved student learning outcomes, including
findings from the learning sciences.
Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and demonstrating
competency in their learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.
1a. Students articulate and set personal learning goals, develop strategies leveraging
technology to achieve them and reflect on the learning process itself to improve learning
outcomes.

Below are the assignments for this week. Please read through the entire document before you
begin your work. As always, I am available by email or phone to help answer questions or guide
you. All submissions must be received by May 29, at 11:00 p.m. and the appropriate submit
buttons must be used to turn in your work.
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A. Think about how you use your smartphone since we have transitioned to e-learning.
Make a list (no need to worry about fluency, order, or complete sentences – just a list) of all
the ways you use your smartphone since the transition.
This list will not be shared with anyone, so be honest. You will use it to reflect on your
smartphone use, but you are the only person who will see it.
B. Now you have a list of all the ways you have used your smartphone since e-learning
started. Use this as a reference if needed, and answer the following questions. For each
question, you have three options on how you would like to provide your answers.
1. You may call me and we can discuss your answers together on the phone. (my home number is
on the course homepage)
2. You may write your answers and submit them using the submit button with the title “Reflection
questions”.
3. You may email me to request a zoom meeting and we can set up a video conference.
Using one of the methods above, please answer the following questions using evidence to
support your claims.
1. How have you used your smartphone during e-learning due the global pandemic of
COVID-19?
2. Can you compare your smartphone usage during this time to your smartphone
usage when brick-and-mortar school was in session?
3. In what ways is your smartphone used for academic purposes during this time?
4. How might your smartphone use impact your academic studies at this time?
5. How would you describe your screen time since transitioning to e-learning?
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6. What else can you share about how you use your smartphone since we have
transitioned to e-learning?

C. Discussion
Please participate in the class discussion posted on the homepage under the question: What
information would you like to share with me and your peers after reflecting on your
smartphone use during e-learning?
Please share your thoughts, and respond to one of your classmates by 11:00 p.m. on May 29.
Several weeks ago, we spent time as a class on class discussion etiquette. Please remember to
check and edit your work before posting, use correct spelling, punctuation and grammar, and to
provide thoughtful, thorough responses to receive full credit for the discussion.

D. Essay
Obviously our lives have changed since the COVID-19 virus has been named a global pandemic
and we have stay-at-home orders, social-distancing guidelines, a rapidly changing economy,
people dying all over the world, and school closures. Although our smartphones may have
remained with us since this pandemic started, the way we use this technology may have changed.
The International Society for Technology in Education (2020) published seven student standards.
The standard titled “Empowered Learner” has four sub-standards, with one stating:
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Students articulate and set personal learning goals, develop strategies leveraging technology to
achieve them and reflect on the learning process itself to improve learning outcomes.
As an educator, I want to ensure you have the most beneficial learning environment to succeed,
and as a student it is your responsibility to reflect on your learning strategies to become
successful. In a well written, organized essay, please answer the following prompt.
Prompt: How would you describe your smartphone use during e-learning and what strategies
can you implement regarding your smartphone use to improve your learning outcomes?
Please use the submit button titled “Essay” to turn in this writing assignment.
To view the rubric, please visit:https://fsassessments.org/core/fileparse.php/3031/urlt/0015123InformationalRubric_6-10_Final.pdf
This is the rubric from the Florida Department of Education (2014) which we have used this year
for most writing assessments.
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APPENDIX C
DISTRICT ELECTRONIC DEVICES POLICY
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APPENDIX D
SCHOOL/CLASSROOM CELL PHONE & ELECTRONICS PROCEDURES
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